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EDITORIAL

THE MAN WHO GOT IT RIGHT

SOCCER     PARLANCE     IS
filled   with   clich6s,   one   of
which is `world class footballer' .

The beautiful game certainly sports  a
considerable  nulnber  of world  class
salaries,  but true  world  class  players
are harder to find.

What  about  world  class  rabbis?
They  too  are  few  and  far  between.
What is more they rarely get confused
with  world  class  salary  earners.  But
there  are world class  rabbis,  even in
our times.

Later  this  year,   Rabbi  Richard
Hirsch  retires  as  Executive  Director
of the  wiorld  Union  for  Progressive
Judaism.   Dick,   as   he   is   known
throughout  the  Jewish  world,  is  one
of  the   outstanding  rabbis   of  the
second half of the twentieth century.
If  soccer  stars  come  in  different
categories  -  strikers,  defenders  and
mid-fielders - Hirsch falls within the
rabbinic sub-category of activists. His
genius  lies  in  having  spotted  with
unerring  accuracy three, perhaps  the
three,   vital   issues   of  post-Shoah
Jewish   life   and   having   worked
indefatigably on them.

Born in Cleveland, Ohio, and trained
at the Hebrew Union College - Jewish
Institute for Religion, Hirsch devoted
much of the first part of his rabbinic
career  as  Director  of  the  Religious
Action Centre in Washington to issues
of  social  justice.  He  became  a  key
supporter  of  Martin  Luther  King,
marched   with  him   and  took  the
American  Reform  movement  into  a
high profile stance in the campaign for
civil rights.  Like  another world class
American  rabbi,  Abraham  Joshua
Heschel, Hirsch knew that even in the
wake of the most calamitious episode
in  Jewish  history,  Jews  and  Judaism
could  not  give  up  on  the  prophetic
commitment    to    justice    nor    on
Juduaism's  universalist  obligations.
Whilst  it  might  have  been  easier  to
retreat  into  issues  of Jewish  survival
and  Jewish  particularism,   Hirsch
recognised  that   there   can   be   no
compromise   on  involvement  with
issues  of social justice.  If belief does
not   lead   to   an   uncompromising
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commitment to the ethical, what value
can there be in Jewish survival?

Hirsch  married  a  young  Russian
Jewish      refugee,      Bella.      This
partnership  highlighted  for  him  the
second  great  issue  of  the  post-war
period,  namely  the  fate  of the  Jews
behind the Iron Curtain. Long before
Elie Wiesel espoused the cause of the
`Jews of Silence', Hirsch had begun a

career-long fight for the life of Soviet
Jewry. Even though this year sees his
retirement, at the age of seventy-two,
from  the  Directorship  of the  World
Union  for  Progressive  Judaism,  he
will continue to hold a key post in the
Jewish Agency which will take him to
the Former Soviet Union countries on
a regular basis.  Hirsch  saw the need
for rescue and for the cz/z.);czfe which is
even now transforming the character
of Israeli society. With the collapse of
communism, he also saw the need to
rebuild Jewish life in the lands of the
Former Soviet Union, and devoted an
extraordinary   percentage   of  the
budget  and  staff time  of the  World
Union to these activities.

More  than  a  quarter  of a  century
ago,   Richard  Hirsch  accepted  the
position of Executive Director of the
World Union for Progressive Judaism
and  moved  the  office  to  Jerusalem.
Hirsch,  perhaps more than any other
Reform  Jewish  leader,  saw  the  need
to place the headquarters of the largest
organisation   of   synagogues   and
affiliated  Jews  in  the  world  in  the
Jewish  capital.   Hirsch  understood
more  clearly than perhaps  any  other
Reform  Jewish  leader  the  need  to
prompt  the  growth  of an  indigenous
Progressive Judaism in the soil of the
Jewish homeland. His prescience and
determination  can  be   seen  in  the
cluster   of  magnificent  buildings
which now overlook the walls of the
Old   City.   It   can   be   seen   in   the
synagogues  and  Jewish  community
centres which are developing all over
Israel  despite remorseless  opposition
from  highly  politicised  Orthodox
power brokers.  It  can be  seen in the
burgeoning  number  of  Israeli-born
rabbis  serving  the  Israel  Movement

for     Progressive     Judaism.     The
exponential growth in the number of
Israelis   opting   for  Bczr-   and  Bczf-
jl4z.fzvczfe    for    their    children    and
weddings  for  themselves  under  the
auspices of IMPJ, despite an appalling
range   of  political   disabilities,   is
testimony to Hirsch's success and the
potency of his vision.

A  few  weeks  ago,  Amos  Oz,  AB
Yehoshua  and  David  Grossman,  the
literary consciences of modem Israeli
society,    all    joined    the    Israeli
Progressive Movement. They insisted
that  the  struggle  for  a  democratic,
pluralist and egalitarian expression of
Judaism   and   the   struggle   for   a
democratic,  egalitarian  and  pluralist
society in Israel are one and the same
thing.

Hirsch got it right. The fact that he
rose at 4am every day and was at work
soon  after   5am;   the   fact  that  he
travelled  the  world  incessantly  in
search  of support for his  causes;  the
fact that he raised tens of millions of
dollars  for  dreams  that  .few,  if any,
others had the courage to dream - this
alone would make him a world class
rabbi.  But  there  is  something  more.
He got it right. He identified the need
to  retain  the  universalist  dimension
and  the  centrality  of  the  just  and
ethical  when  it  would have  been  far
easier to retreat into Jewish mouming
and introspection.  He recognised the
fact  that  there  is  no  dimension  to
Judaism more distinctive or important
than Jewish peoplehood and that the
demands   of  cz773cfecz   take  precedence
over anything else. And he understood
-   as    few   Reform   Jews    really
understood - that Israel is the centre
of  Jewish   life   and   that   Reform
Judaism,  however  powerful  in  the
United    States,    would    have    no
historical  credibility  or  long  term
future unless it took root in the land of
Israel and in the hearts and minds of
Israelis.   Perhaps  he  understood  -
before  even  the  great  luminaries  of
Israeli letters - that Refomi Judaism is
linked  to  the  future  of  a  healthy,
democratic society in Israel.

World class? Even more, a legend I



Dow Marmur

The American Ref;orm Movement has been discussing a new `plaiform' . The
process began when the current President Of the Central Conf;erence Of American

Rabbis (CCAR) Rabbi RIchard Levy, c[f.ter consultations with many colleagues,
decided to produce a draf.t Of a statenent that would go bofore the Corference at
its  1999 corrvention in Pittsburg, the city where the first plaif;orm ccune into being

in 1885. The present position is that after five drafts, Rabbi Levy c[ppointed a
small committee to re-exanine the text. The result Of these deliberations will be

published soon and debated at the Pittsburgh conwention in May.
Rabbi Dow Marrn:ur, a significant figure on the North American scene

has reacted in a characteristically cogent and persuasive manner and here
allows MAINNAL readers to listen in to a North American debate with much

relevance to Progressive Movements round the world.

IAM     BLESSED     WITH     A
large      number      of      friends.
They  come  from  many  walks  of

life and live in many countries.  What
binds us are many values and ideals -
often  unspoken,  yet  always  keenly
perceived - coupled with a similar way
of life,evenwhenwedifferinlifestyle.
We disagree on many things, vote for
different political parties and, at times,
disapprove of the  others'  actions  and
views. But we trust each other and have
so  much  in  common  that  we  always
respect each other and derive strength
from one another.

This  rich  and  enriching  network
would  soon  fall  apart  if  any  of  us
decided to write down a set of rules or
"principles".  That which now is alive

and well would soon die. Even though
acceptance would not be compulsory,
the   mere   existence   of   such   an
"approved" document would separate

supporters  from  opponents.  It  would
expose dissenters and make them feel
excluded.  Even  though,  in  principle,
the   autonomy   of  each   would  be
assured,  in practice, many would feel
the  need  either  to   conform  or  to
get Out.

Should,  God  forbid,  such  a  thing
happen   in   my   circle,   instead   of
belonging to a marvellous network of
friends,  I  may  find  myself  on  the
opposite  side  of those  whom  I  have
hitherto respected and whose company

I  have  sought  out.  I  might  end  up
lonely  and  ripe  to  be  snapped up  by
other  groups  offering  that  which  I
have  lost.   Not  surprisingly,   cults
feed     on     disaffected     members
of familial groups.

I  consider  the  Refomi  movement
worldwide a familial group, a network
of friendships  the members  of which
share the same values and work toward
the same goals, acting as witnesses to
the presence of God in the life of the
Jewish people and seeking to transmit
this sacred trust to generations to come.
We  differ on many things,  including
ritual  and  theology.  We  come  from
different backgrounds  and  are  rooted
in different cultures. Yet we are able to
live  similar  lives  within  the  same
family,  helping  and  supporting  each
other. That is the strength of Reform. It
distinguishes it from, perhaps, all other
movements in contemporary Judaism,
where    conformity    is    usually    a
condition of membership.

That  is  why  Reform  is  today  the
fastest  growing  movement  in  the
Jewish  world.  Its  very  existence  and
mode   of   operations   have   saved
hundreds of thousands of women and
men for Judaism by turning indifferent
assimilationists     into     committed
labourers in the vineyard of the Lord.
We must not squander this treasure.

If you  have  attended  any  of  our
conventions  -  international,  national

or regional - you will have noticed the
absence of serious ideological debate,
the shunning of political machinations,
and  the  avoidance  of  factionalism,
rhetoric and the inescapable break-up
that usually follows. Very often when
a majority vote could be obtained, that
resolution is withdrawn, or re-drafted.
This is the very opposite, for example,
of the  World  Zionist  Organisation.
Perhaps  that's  why  it  is  floundering
and we are flourishing.

Our    decisions    are    based    on
consensus  and  our  conventions  are
house  parties  of varying  sizes,  not
idealogical hothouses. That is why we
like  to  attend them,  deapite  financial
sacrifices.  We  meet  so  many  nice,
congenial  and  like-minded  people
there  that the  effort  and the  expense
seem a small price to pay.

Membership  is  always voluntary -
in     congregations,     regions,     the
movement  as  a  whole.  At  any  given
time any of our constituents can leave
the   Union   of  American   Hebrew
Congregations  (UAHC),  the  World
Union    for    Progressive    Judaism
(WUPJ) and many of its affiliates with
few   negative   consequences.   We
choose    to    belong,    not    out    of
compulsion but out of a desire to share
with friends across this vast continent
and beyond the values that inspire us
and to work together for the goals we
deem  to  be   essential   for  Judai.sin,
present and future.

I  fear  that  a  Platform  of the  kind
originally proposed by the President of
the  Central  Conference  of American
Rabbis might jeopardise what we now
have  for  no  apparent  good  pulpose.
Yes,  the  Pittsburgh  Platform  of  1885
and  the  Columbus  Platform  of  1937
were    most    important,    but    the
movement was different then. To start
with,   it   was   much   smaller.   The
signatories to the Pittsburgh Platform
were a handful of rabbis. Today there
are  some  1,700  and  the  total  is  still
growing.   Then,   feeling  much  less
bound by affirmative Jewish practices,
we sought, under Christian influence,
to   replace   them  with  theological
principles, dogmas. Not so in our time.

That is why, by the time we came to
the Centenary Perspective of 1976, the
text    ceased    to    have    the    same
significance.   It  would  have  been
devastatingly  divisive  had  it  been  a
Platform.  As  a "perspective"  it could
be suitably consulted, or ignored. With
the  help   of  the  four  volumes   of
elaborations  by  its  principal  author,
Professor Eugene Borowitz, it has been
used as  study material,  a truly liberal
approach.
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The  current  attempt  to  present  a
Platfomi  on the threshold of the  new
Christian millennium is, no doubt, well
meant.  Yet  it  is  ill  conceived.  For  it
assumes that we can substitute the old
texts for new ones.  It ignores the fact
that the very texture of our movement
has changed.

It is, therefore, good to note that the
original  drafters  have  seen  the  light
and shifted the  emphasis.  The  current
issue of the CCAR Newsletter carries a
piece by the President, Rabbi Richard
Levy,  which  announces  a  change  of
emphasis.  What  we  will  now  have  is
much closer to a discussion paper - a
"perspective"    -    for    study    and

reflection,  not  a policy proclamation.
Common sense has triumphed. That is
a sure  sign that we want to  remain a
network  of  friends,  not  a  party  of
ideologies.

I say this even though I agree with
many  of the  sentiments - sentiments
and     views     rather     than     actual
formulations - of the four drafts of the
original document I have seen so far.
For I do believe that Refoml Judaism
has,   mercifully,   passed   its   earlier
adolescent  anti-Orthodox  rebellion,
reflected in these earlier Platforms, and
is ready to embrace tradition as such,
reflected in this document.

For decades now, this shift has been
evident  in the  lives  of our  members,
our congregations and our movement.
Just  look  at the  change  of texture  in
recent  Union  biennials   or  CCAR
Conventions,  or  look  at  the  ways  in
which  congregations  pray  and  study
today, compared to a few decades ago.
A  non-dramatic,   incremental,  quiet
revolution has taken place  in Reform
Judaism.  Long  may  it  continue.  To
codify  it  is  to  stifle  it.  It  will  serve
factions  with  an  agenda  and  destroy
the whole and its purpose.

The    quiet    revolution    in    our
movement reflects the truth that we are
neither halakhic Jews seeking to follow
the law in all its minutiae - as invented
by what today is known as  Orthodox
Judaism  -  nor  those  who  seek  to
circumvent     it     while     claiming
authenticity,  Conservative  style.  And
we  are  not  anti-halakhic,  classical
Refom style. Mercifully, we no longer
maintain that anything that smacks of
Orthodox or Conservative Judaism has
no place in our movement. Just look at
I:he way tallit a;nd hippah, even tef illin,
have   become   options   in   Reform
worship,   or   consider  the   dietary
discipline   and   home   observance
adopted by an ever growing number of
Refom Jews.

We  are  neither  halakhic  nor  anti-
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halakhic.  We  are  post-halakhic.  We
have moved beyond artificial legalism
-     fzcz/czfrfecz%,      time     bound     and

unjustifiably  restrictive,  yet  petrified
and petrifying -toward the affimation
of A4lz.fzvcz% the sense of obligation that
comes from Sinai, hallowed, and often
defined  and  refined,  by  hundreds  of
generations that have gone before us.

We  are  trying  to   follow  in  the
footsteps of these generations, not by
imitating their mores but by adopting
their  values.  In  so  doing,  we  believe
we  do precisely what they have done
in their endeavour to live as Jews and
to  celebrate  the  presence  of  God  in
their lives. But because our situation is
different  from  theirs,   our  way  of
expressing  these  values  must  differ,
too.  Jewish  history  suggests  that  this
has  always  been  the  case.  By  being
who   we   are,   we   see   ourselves   as
authentic   exponents   of  normative
Judaism,  whether  Israeli  politicians
concur or not.

Because we are  sensitive to history
and  to  the  needs  of those  whom  we
serve, we have changed very much in
the   almost   two   centuries   of  our
existence. We continue to change. The
notion of Refomi as a dynamic verb -
not a static noun or adjective -remains
true. The reasons for the dynamism are
so  obvious  that  they  do  not  need
elaboration.  Let  me just  list  a  few  of
the reasons why we are changing:
1.   The  failure  of modemity  to  bring

enlightenment, peace and justice to
the world.

2.   The  experience  of the  Shoah  that
shattered  our  naive  belief  in  the
goodness   of  humanity  and  the
nobility of Western culture.

3.   The reality of Jewish statehood that
compels     us     to     rethink    the
relationship between the Faith and
the People of Israel to the Land of
Israel.

4.   The role women have come to play
in our movement and the profound
impact this had on our relationship
to God and to God's creatures.

5.   The  plurality  of  lifestyles  which
have  now  become  commonplace
and which the membership  of our
congregations reflects.

All this warrants careful and detailed
and  frequent  description,  but  never
summary  prescription.  The  moment
we  come  to  prescribe  by  writing  an
official   document,   despite   all  the
caveats  which the preamble  is  bound
to contain, we are in danger of breaking
up. Though I have the highest respect
for   those   who   have   drafted   the
document  and  share  many  of  its
sentiments,   I   have   come   to   the

conclusion  that  it  tries  to  mend  that
which  ain't  broke.   Despite  its  best
intentions, it endangers our movement.

Instead, let me offer my perception
of our shared principles -as long as we
do not put them down on paper and try
to adopt them by a majority vote and as
long    as   we    allow   for   multiple
interpretations  of  each  clause.  Here
comes  a  description  of your  Refomi
Judaism and mine, not a prescription. I
confine myself to four areas

The  first  principle  on  which  our
work  is  based  is  our  commitment  to
the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob.
Our movement resolved that  when  it
refused   to    accept   the    so-called
humanistic  congregation  into  its  fold.
As Jews we are never commanded to
believe in God, only to love God.  We
learn  that  love  in  our relationship  to
each  other  and by performing  loving
acts.  Prayer and rituals  are  such  acts.
Tradition describes them as reflecting
the  relationship  be);7z  czdcz"  /czmczfro",
between  humans   and   God.   Franz
Rosenzweig,  the  seminal  teacher  of
modem  Judaism,  described  rituals  as
"gestures of love". We show our love

of God by performing such gestures.
In the same way as I do not need a

historic,       psychological,      phen-
omenological    or   anthropological
analysis  of  the  significance  of  cut
flowers in order to  celebrate my love
for  my  beloved  by  bringing  her  a
bunch,  say to  celebrate   a  significant
event in her or our life, so I do not need
all   the   arguments   for   or   against
Shabbat or kashrut or tallit arid so forfh
to observe them. Instead, I try to do it
to  see  what  it  does  for me.  Like  the
thinker Franz Rosenzweig when asked
if he  put  on  fe¢J#72,   answered,  "not
yet,"   so   may  I  respond  to   similar
questions abut my own observance. A
document is not going to do anything
for  me,  other than  separate  me  from
others.  In the words of Martin Buber,
the other giant of contemporary Jewish
thought,  God  cannot  be  expressed  -
defined, analysed - only addressed in
prayer and, though Buber himself did
not  care  for  them,  in  Rosenzweig's
"gestures of love."

The second principle is Torah. God
is. I know it when I act in certain ways,
rather than by speculating about what I
mean by "God". This brings me to the
inescapable    discovery    that    God
speaks; that the divine will is disclosed
to humans.  My tradition tells me that
God's  word  is  to  be  found  in  Torah,
that  is,   in  the   totality  of  Jewish
tradition. Since none of us can know or
encompass  all  of it,  each  of us  must

Contirmed on next page



make  an  existential  selection without
denying or minimising that which has
been left out, and without denigrating
the selections made by others. That is
liberal Judaism. Tolerance is one of its
principles.

If prayer  is  our way  of addressing
God, Torah is God's way of addressing
us. That is why study is our principal
spiritual  activity.  It  is  our  inspiration
and guide for the A4lz.Jzi;oZ we perform.
The  language  of  Torah  is  primarily
Hebrew.   To   study  Torah  without
access to Hebrew is to hear God in an
alien  tongue   and  to  perceive   God

all  Jews.   Making  it  possible  for
others to live there in freedom and
dignity is a sacred obligation.

At the same time, and perhaps for
the first time in history, Jews live as
equals  in  virtually  all  countries  of
the world.  Particularism - love  of,
and  commitment  to,  Israel  -  has
always been part of our heritage, but
universalism  has  not  been  absent
either.  God is the God of Israel and
the God of all humanity. Therefore,
it  is  our  duty  to  proclaim  God's
sovereignty in the society in which
we    live,    by    acting    as    God's

Our obligation to God leads us to M:I+zNof
beyn adam lamakom, Z)etwee7? God cz72d
human beings. Our obligations to others,
whether Jews or not, point to the M:I]z:Nat
beyn adam lechavero, betwee7c o73e few777cz73

being and another.

through a glass darkly. We do not need
Hebrew  to  order  a  Big  Mac  in  Tel
Aviv,  or  a  cappuccino  in  Jerusalem.
But  we  need  it  to  know  what  God
wants of us here and everywhere else.

Israel is the third principle. Thus:
a)   God is as thousands of generations

have so affirmed: God-lessness is a
modem fad.

b) God speaks and Torah is the record. .
To  look  at  Torah  as  a  bundle  of
fairy  tales   is   now  an   obsolete
modem fad.

And now
c) God speaks to the people of Israel,

which makes us the custodians  of
Torah     and     responsible     for
remaining within the colrmunity of
Israel, the students of Torah.

We may seek to influence and lead
the People of Israel, but we must never
abandon  it.  K'/cz/  yz.srcze/ is  our tribe,
even if the Union of American Hebrew
Congregations   is   our  family.   Our
actions must always be mindful of it.
Canadian        reservations        about
partrilineal descent and similar UAHC
and  Central  Conference  of American
Rabbis  actions  should be  seen in this
context.

The home of our tribe is the Land of
Israel.  It has taken Reform Judaism a
long time to recognise it, but we know
it now and we seek to act accordingly.
Living in Israel should be an ideal for
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emissaries   and   God's   witnesses.
Social action is not a public relations
exercise but a Adz./zi/aft.

Our obligation to God leads us to
Mitzvot   beyn    adam   lamakom,
between  God  and  human  beings.
Our  obligations  to  others,  whether
Jews  or  not,  point  to  the  „z./zvof
beyn adarm lechavero, bc:tween one
human  being  and  another.  Torah
points in both directions. As faithful
students  of  Torah  we  need  never
face the dichotomy between what is
religious and what is  secular,  what
is Jewish and what is human. AIl of
it  is  God's  domain  and  thus  our
responsibility.

Redemption     is     the     fourth
principle.   The   reference   to   our
obligations, both to God and to the
world, brings me to the  fourth and
final   rubric   in   response   to   the
question,  "Does  Refomi  Judaism
Have Principles?"

Ours  is  the  task  to  work  for
redemption,  the  messianic  future.
We do so in the way we respond to
God - the Sabbath is a foretaste of
the       messianic       future,       as
Rosenzweig  would  have  it  and  as
tradition attests - and we do  so  in
the way we study Torah - not only
to know what we should do but also
to  leam how humanity as  a whole
should  behave.  By  acting  on  that

knowledge, we hasten that future. In our
messianic aspirations, the universal and
the  particular  come  together.   Ritual,
study and social action are three ways in
which we express our belief that a better
world  is  possible.  We  are  the  heirs  of
priests,        prophets         and        other
revolutionaries.

Hitherto our messianic aspirations and
those  of our Christian neighbours  have
divided us sharply and often turned Jews
into   victims.   Things   are   changing,
because   a)    sensitive    Christians   -
shattered  by  the  effect  of the  Shoah  -
have   realised  the   consequences   of
Christian prejudice and b) because Jews,
a sovereign people in a sovereign state,
will  no  longer be victims.  At the  same
time, while the influence of Christianity
is declining, the power of Islam is on the
increase. Theologically, it may be easier
for Jews to find a common language with
Islam  than  it  did  with  Christianity.
Practically,  such  an  attempt  is  of  the
essence,  especially  in  view  of Israel's
position  in  the  Middle  East.  It  is  the
direction  of our  interfaith  work  in  the
decades to come.

As  alluded  to  earlier,   striving  for
messianic  fulfilment  goes  back  to  the
teachings  of the  prophets,  who,  no  less
than the ancient priests, shaped Torah as
we  know  it.  The  prophets  taught  us  to
reject  all  who  said  that  the  Messiah  is
already here. Hence our inability to make
common  cause  with  Christianity,  and
hence our rejection of current ``Moshiach
now"  slogans,  even if they are made by
ostensibly pious  Jews.  Judaism  is  about
delayed gratification. Those who call for
"paradise  now"  are,  by  definition,  false

prophets,  irrespective  of  the  church  in
which they pray or the sfez4/ in which they
dcrven.

This has been a lengthier article than
MANNA  usually  permits.   Platforms
maybe   pithy  but   they   are   divisive.
Discourses,   on   the   other  hand,   are
invariably lengthy but they may make it
possible  to  find  common  ground  and
bind  adherents  to  each  other.  By  their
very   nature,   discourses   do   not   lend
themselves to soundbites. In the context
of Judaism, they do not allow for dogmas
either.

It  is  my belief that we  Reform Jews
do,  indeed,  have  principles,  but,  as  all
living organisms, we best reflect them in
the daily lives of our members and in the
activities  of our  congregations.  That  is
the most authentically Jewish insight I

RABBI DOW MARMUR I.s ffee Se#z.or Jzabbz. o/
Holy Blossom Temple, Toronto, Senior Lecturer at
the  Faculty  of Theology  Of the  University  Of St
Michael's  College,  Toronto,  and  Senior  Fellow.
Massey College, University of Toronto.
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DO WE -AND HODDLE -
GET OUR JUST DESERTS?

Howard Cooper
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"YOU  AND   I   HAVE   BEEN
physically  given  two  hands
and  two  legs  and  half-decent

brains.   Some  people  have  not  been
born like that for a reason. The karma
is  working  from  another  lifetime.  I
have nothing to  hide  about that.  It  is
not only people with disabilities. What
you sow, you have to reap."

Glen did indeed reap the whirlwind.
Four   days   after   these   somewhat
inarticulate          remarks          about
reincarnation appeared in an interview
in 7lfee rz.77zes he was sacked as manager
of the England football team.

Nobody who follows football could
have  been  suxprised  at  the  outcome.
For the seeds of Hoddle's downfall had
already  been  sown.  They  lay  in:  his
failure  in  France  to  play  the  wonder
boy of English football Michael Owen
early enough in last year's World Cup
matches, the subsequent failure of the
team  to  progress  beyond  the  first
knockout  stage  of  those  Finals,  a
World  Cup  diary  he  later  published
which       contained       details       of
conversations with players which were
judged  to  have  broken  the  unwritten
rules   of   confidentiality   that   are
understood to exist between a manager
and his players, a comment in the book
that his greatest mistake of the World
Cup campaign had been his failure to
bring along earlier the faith healer he
habitually   uses,   Eileen   Drewery.
Finally  there  came  a  string  of poor
results  which  have  cast  doubt  on
England   qualifying   for   the   next
European   Championships.   So  the
campaign  for  his  dismissal  was,  in
some quarters, well under way.

But   what   was   it   about   these
particular  remarks  on  karma  and  the

disabled   that   proved   to   be   the
proverbial straw that broke the public' s
back? For Glen Hoddle is known to be
both supportive of disabled sportsmen
and women, and committed to disabled
people  in  general.  While  in  Moldova
with  the  England  team  in   1996  he
headed a very successful public appeal
to help a group of disabled orphanage
children,  and together with the squad
and  the  Football  Association  donated
£20,000   to   relieve   their  plight.   It
appears  that  actions  do  not  speak
louder than words -at least in Hoddle' s
Case.

The scale of the opprobrium heaped
on  Hoddle's  head  as  a  result  of his
words  suggests  that  something  else
was going on. His views were judged
to be not only hurtful to the  disabled
but unacceptable to be voiced in public.
In  the  interview  itself  there  is  an
unconscious  hint  from  Hoddle,   e7?
pczsscz7?Z,    that   there   is   something
shameful  in  what  he  is  saying.  Note
that  apparently  irrelevant  comment -
`1  have  nothing  I:o  hide  about  that'.

But what was it that had to be hidden?
And    what    was     it    that    those
representatives  -  and  moulders  -  of
public   opinion,   the  press   and  the
politicians, wished to keep hidden?

One answer seems to be something
to  do  with  the  link  that  exists  in  the
psyche  between  physical  or  mental
pain  or  hardship,  and  punishment.
Hoddle  articulated  the  unconscious
belief which  exists  in  many  people's
minds  -  as  any  psychotherapist  can
attest  -  that  there  is  a  connection
between illness and badness, between
any   kind   of  physical   or   mental
incapacity,  temporary  or  permanent,
and   it   being    a   punishment    for

Eileen Drewery
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something the bearer has done wrong.
In a crass form one can hear this in any
supermarket when in the presence of a
person  with  any   form  of  visible
disability  a  parent  will  tell  a  child:
"That's  how  you'11  end  up  if you're

naughty" or "That's how God punishes
you if you're bad".

This  is not just ignorance.  It  is the
relic  of that  early  stage  of individual
development where, in the absence of
a  benign  containing  parental  figure
who can absorb and make safe the fury
generated by distressing experiences -
hunger, separation, pain -the infant's
rage turns  against itself:  `I'm hurting
because I'm bad'  becomes a mode of
thinking/experiencing  lodged  in  the
growing child's psyche. How often in
the consulting room therapists hear the
plaintive  cry  "What  have  I  done  to
deserve this?" with the accompanying
belief,  spoken  or  not,  that  one  must
have done something wrong or bad or
sinful  or  evil to  have  deserved  one's
present suffering.

Sometimes of course this same  cry
"lvhat have I done to deserve this?" is

angrily  accompanied  by  all  blame
being  directed  outwards.   They  are
always  at fault,  never oneself;  one  is
never  responsible  for  anything  that
happens.    Thus    Hoddle's    initial
response that his  comments had been
`tumed  on  their  head...misconstrued,

misinterpreted'.  Later  he  blamed  the
Sports    Minister    and    the    Prime
Minister.  But  if  there  is  a  fantasy,
particularly  if it  is  unconscious,  that
thing go wrong because one has been
bad,   `sinful',  Hoddle's  words  may
have touched a raw nerve in the public
imagination.

In   addition,   certain   strands   of
traditional   religious   teaching   do
reinforce  the messages  imbibed  from
childhood  -  whether  the  religious
doctrine is an Eastern understanding of
the  consequences  of past  lives,  or  a
Christian  and  Jewish  view  of God's
judgement on wrongdoing in this life,
it   is   a   common   thread   of  much
traditionalist  religious  thinking  that
one is punished, measure for measure,
for one's sins. But the fury directed at
Hoddle'sarticulationofsuchsimplistic
theology  may  have  been  due  to  it
triggering  the  unconscious  infantile
beliefs still hidden in adults who think
themselves far beyond such views.

Another factor in the furore created
by his remarks is the possible guilt his
words  generated,  guilt  at  the  secret
derogatory thoughts  and feelings that
the  able-bodied  may  harbour  within
themselves  towards  the  disabled.  In

Continued on next page
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We all struggle to find a way Of
understanding the swff;erings and injustices
Of life, events we might experience
ourseives or see around us.

these     politically     correct     times
particularly,    it   can   be    hard   to
acknowledge within oneself a range of
ugly feelings towards those perceived
to be differently - `less' - abled than
oneself in all  one's health and vigour
and  scintillating  mental  capacities  -
feelings  of contempt,  scorn,  disgust,
satisfaction,      cruelty,      mockery,
condescension.       Did       Hoddle's
insensitive  words   generate   a  guilt
which had to be dealt with by attacking
him and making him into the scapegoat
for all our own unacceptable thoughts
and feelings?

Part of the irony of the Hoddle affair
is that in this era of DIY religion, when
people  feel  free  to  create  their  own
synthesis  of traditional and New Age
religious  views,  however  intemally
inconsistent      and      intellectually
incoherent  is  the  mishmash  they  end
up espousing, Hoddle' s un.derstanding
of karma and reincarnation is typically
muddled. Karma within Hinduism and
Buddhism is a doctrine which speaks
of the progress of the soul through the
hierarchy of life forms towards greater
self-awareness.  It  is  a  set  of beliefs
about  the  state  of the  soa!/  and  has
nothing to do with the state of the boc7y
into which one is born/reborn. Hoddle
was actually quite creative in his `pick
and mix' philosophy when it came to
blending together a team of footballers.
This same approach left him ill-served
and morally exposed when he used it
for   creating   a  personal   religious
philosophy.

Within  Judaism,  views   on  rein-
carnation  have  had  a  mixed  history.
Neither the Bible nor the Talmud refers
to it. Saadiah Gaon (882-942) ridicules
it and the great rationalist Maimonides
(1135-1204)   ignores   it   completely.
Both          are          part          of         a
long-standing  rabbinic  philosophic
tradition which states that human souls
unlike footballers are not transferable.
Yet   in   parallel   with   this   view,
synthetical  writings   of  Kabbalists
through  the   ages   are  replete  with
beliefs  about  the  transmigration  of
souls. Three types of reincarnation are
discussed: gz./gw/,  the belief that souls

from  one  body   `/rcz#sz7#.grczfe'   after
death to inhabit new bodies; I.bb„r, the
belief that  a  soul  comes  down  from
heaven to  assist another soul through
`z.mp7.eg72czJz.o7? ';   and   that   perennial

favourite  of Yiddish  folklore,  c7z.Z7Z)z44,
the   `possessz.o7e '  of a  new  body  by  a
guilt-ridden  soul  being  pursued  by
devils   and   in   need   of  exorcism.
Nowadays   `gz./grJ'  is  in  the  Premier
League  of Hasidic  theology,  part  of
that    increasingly    anti-rationalist
undercurrent in contemporary religious
thinking   which   seeks   to    create
coherence, hope and meaning for us by
fair means or foul.

We  all  struggle  to  find  a  way  of
understanding   the   sufferings   and
injustices  of  life,  events  we  might
experience ourselves or see around us.
`Why  do  bad  things  happen  to  good

people?'  is  a  perennial  question,  and
one which all religious traditions seek
to  answer  in  their  own  ways.  The
human need for answers, for meaning,
for  certainty,   leads  millions  to  the
supposed  truths   of  religion  -   or
politics.  The difficulty we  all have  of
living    with    uncertainties,    with
confusion, with not-knowing, with not
under-standing why things are the way
they are, is a commonplace experience
in therapy as well as in Jewish life. To
stay  with  not-knowing,  without  the
rush  to  give  quick  answers  or  glib
consolation or false hope, is a hard and
demanding  task  for  therapists  and
rabbis alike.

In  spite   of  Freud's   attempts  to
outline  an  objective  and  scientific
model  of  understanding  about  the
underlying  workings  of  the  human
mind,   the   questions   that  modern
psychoanalytic  thinking  asks  are  not
about Truth with a capital T. In relation
to religious belief, the artful question
asked  by  the  therapist  is  not  `Is  that
true?'  but   `What  in  your  personal
history disposes  you to believe that?'
As  the  psychoanalyst  Adam  Phillips
formulates it:  `From a psychoanalytic
point  of  view  belief  changes  from
being a question  about the history  of
the  subject,  the  believer.  What  is  the
unconscious problem that your belief

solves  for  you,  or  the  wishes  that  it
satisfies?'.  Yet  even  to  inquire  as  to
why  someone  might  have  come  to
believe  what  they  do  -  whether  it  is
about  their  religious/spiritual  life  or
their  sexual  life  or their social  life  -
can  be  experienced  as  deeply  threa-
tening.

The infantile omnipotence which is
at  the  root  of  all  fundamentalism,
religious  or  political,  that  rigidity  of
thinking which we put in place in order
to    protect    ourselves    from    the
unbearable  feelings   of  helplessness
generated  by  experiencing  that  what
happens to us z.s oc/J o/o#7~ coj€/ro/,  is a

phenomenon  which  therapists  often
meet in the consulting room and is also
the    day-to-day    fare    of    Jewish
communal politics. To raise questions
about the wishes that a particular view
or faith system may be satisfying can
meet  with  fierce  resistance.  All  this
internal energy has been expended on
making sure that we feel in control of
our lives - and that our lives have the
meaning   we   ascribe   to   them.   A
challenge     to     our     unconscious
assumptions  can  be  felt  to  be  very
frightening.

Hoddle's confused exposition of his
views  on  karma  unwittingly  touched
one of our earliest, primal fears - that
we are not in control of our own lives.
In  a  radio  interview  last year,  which
received no publicity at all, he spoke in
even clearer temis about his beliefs: "I
think we make mistakes when we are
down here and our spirit has to come
back  and  learn.  That  is  why  there  is
injustice in the world.  Why there  are
certain people born into the world with
terrible  phsycial  problems  and  why
there   is   a   family   who   has   got
everything   right,   physically   and
mentally".

This  time  round,  his  recapitulation
of  this  manichean  thought  proved
unbearable    to    our   modern    and
unconsciously    omnipotent    sens-
ibilities.  That in some  essential  sense
life  is  not in our control is  a thought
that      must      be      hidden      from
consciousness.   Hoddle  had  to   go.
Perhaps   if  he  needed  a  religious
philosophy he would have been better
served by adhering to the two thousand
year  old  wisdom  of  Rabbi  Yannai:`The  wicked  may  enjoy  peace,  and

good people suffer. The reason is not
in our hands' I

RABBI     HOWARD     COOPER     I.s     a
psychoanalytic  psychotherapist  in  private
practice,  leads  the  Spiritwdity  progrc[mme  at
Finchley  Roform  Synagogue c[nd  Onor his  sins,
though not necessarily those in a past life) is a
season ticket holder at Ba:met Football Club.
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QUEEN ANNE'S BOUNTY

is no more, for this fund established by Queen Anne in
1704 for the relief of the poorer clergy of the Church of

England was merged with the Ecclesiastical
Commission in 1948 to form the

Church Commissioners.
But the street which proudly bears her name lives on,

vigorously.   There are accountants, architects,
solicitors, and surveyors all practising their professions,

all anxious to serve their clients and to maintain the
high standards which have come to be associated with

this well-preserved, dignified part of Georgian London.
We have practised here since 1951, offering clients

business management, investment guidance and
specialised tax advice, in addition to the more
conventional accoundng and auditing services.

As the years go by the scope of our work widens,
and the calls for our professional help increase,
reflecting the fiscal complexities of the times:

but the results remain mutiially rewarding.

LEVIS GOLDEN & CO
Chartered Accourtwts and Registered A;uditors

40 QUEEN ANNE STREET, LONDON WIM 0EL
TELEPHONE: 0171 580 7313
FACSII\HJE: 0171 580 2179

EMAH,: FCA@I.ewis-Golden. Co.uk

Neil Beuson FCA   Andrew Moss ACA
David Edwards ACA    Graliam Kinch

Martin Slowe
CHARTERED  SURVEYORS

Star House,
Grafton Road,

London NW5 4BD
Telephorie:  0171-267 4291.  Fax:  0171-482 4116

COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY MANAGERS
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SOLOMON & GAENOR, MY FILM, MY STORY
THE STORY 0F A FILM

Paul Morrison
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Gaenor aria Roberts)

S?1:in:Elf;:%£#u::Tfieg*¥:°ol;
and a chapel girl  set in Wales during
the  time  of  the  Tredegar  riots,  the
looting  of Jewish  shops  that occurred
in   1911   in   the   mining   valleys.   It

presents  the   excitement,   fear  and
confusion engendered in a young man
by falling in love with someone from
another people and religion - someone
beyond the pale. And then the fear and
prejudice  that  the   love   arouses   in
others,   the   communities   and   the
families.  It  is,  I  hope  a powerful  and
also tender drama.

I  first  came  across  the  Jews  of the
valleys when I was doing research for
my Channel Four documentary series
j4   Se7?se  o/ Be/o7!gz.73g  about  British
Jewish  identity.  At  the  Welsh  Folk
Museum  at  St  Fagans  I  hit  on  an
exquisite exhibition of photographs of
the   synagogues  which   dotted  the
Welsh Valleys  in the period between
1870-1950.   Occasionally  built  from
scratch  but  more  often  adapted  from
disused  chapels,  halls,  shops  or  post
offices, these shuls grew up around the
immigrant communities of peddlers, or
packmen,  as  they were known,  small

shopkeepers and artisans who made up
the scattered Jewish community. South
Wales   in  this  period  was   like  the
Klondike. Wages were relatively good
and immigrants of all kinds, as well as
migrants from the Welsh and English
countryside, were attracted to the jobs
both in the mines and in support of the
mining and steel workers.

I was struck by the juxtaposition of
these  two  hardworking,  god-fearing
peoples  -  the  Jewish  immigrants  of
similar stock to my own grandparents,
fleeing  hardship  and  persecution  in
Poland     and     Russia,     and     the
nonconformist  chapel-going  Welsh.
Both reared on the Hebrew bible. They
were alike yet so very different.  Both
were  in  a  period  of  huge  cultural
change -the Jews being encouraged to
give   up   Yiddish   and   British-ise
themselves    for  fear  of  anti-Semitic
backlash.   The  Welsh  were  deeply
engaged - as were many Jews - with
anarchism  and  socialism.  But  they
were  also  at  the  beginning  of  the
process    of   re-embracing    Welsh
language and culture. The chapels were
still   very   powerful   presences   in
peoples'  lives.

Contirmed on next page

Solomon (Ioan GruJ:f :udd)
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I am proud to have
done a small bit to
reclaim Yiddish in

the film. Even
though much the

largest part Of the
film is in English,
I wanted to honour

this rich part Of
our cultural
heritage by

shooting at least a
part Of the film in
the languages Of

the time.

Rezl (Maureen Lipman)

This  was  fertile  ground for drama.
The  basic  storyline,  the  treatment,
came easily. We secured the interest of
our initial funder, Welsh Charmel Four,
bravely  confronting  one  of the  less
savoury  episodes  in  Welsh  history.
Like the Jews, the Welsh prefer to be
seen as the underdog. I researched and
wrote  the  script,  Cheryl  Crown,  my
producer,  brought  the  Welsh  Arts
Council   on   board.   Then   we   got
Channel  Four  interested,  and  finally
the  English  film  lottery.  It took three

years. Making it was hard but nothing
like as hard as waiting for the money.

I am proud to have done a small bit
to  reclaim  Yiddish  in  the  film.  Even
though  much  the  largest  part  of the
film is in English, I wanted to honour
this rich part of our cultural heritage by
shooting at least a part of the  film in
the   languages   of   the   time.    For
Solomon's family that meant Yiddish.
For  Gaenor's  family,  migrant  from
West  Wales,  Welsh.  Almost  all  the
Jewish actors in the film had to  learn

Solomon (Ioan Grujfudd) and Gaenor (Nia Roberts)
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Isaac (David Horovitch)

their   Yiddish    from   scratch.    As
Maureen   Lipman   said   to   me   in
rehearsal,  the  only Yiddish  she knew
was the seventeen different words for
idiot.   Ironically,   even  though  the
Jewish  actors  had  the  cadences  and
rhythms  of  Yiddish  in  their  aural
bloodstream,   it  was  the  bilingual
Welsh actor Ioan Gruffudd,  Solomon,
who was able to get his tongue round it
most easily.

When people ask me where my need
to make this story came from, I am at
something of a loss.  It is a story,  and
the best stories come from a deep and
unknowable  part  of us,  not  far  from
our dreams.  Having  said that,  one  of
the  central  themes  of the  film  is  a
loving relationship with someone else
without  feeling  you  have  to  adapt
yourself  to  the  other's  tastes  and
preferences  in  order  to  be  liked  and
accepted.  Or on the other hand trying
to  change  that  partner  into  someone
else, in order to make them acceptable
to you. It is the hardest part of any love
relationship.  For  any  relationship  to
work  and  be  alive  you  each  need  to
feel free to be who you are, even if you
then   sometimes   decide   to   make
sacrifices for the sake of the other.

This issue is vital in any relationship.
But  is  most  clearly  visible  when the
partners  come  from  different  races,
religions or cultures. My own wife is
not  Jewish.  That has  meant we  have
had to work in a more conscious way
on  who  we  each  are,  what  we  each
believe  and  what  we  want.   Other
co.uples take more for granted. But in
doingsotheyrisklosingtheirwaywith
one     another,     having    unvoiced
expectations       that       are       then
disappointed.    So    acceptance    of
difference is a kind of sub-theme of the
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film, one deep in my own experience.
I      will       never      forget      my

disappointment  when  Barbara  and  I
were planning to get married. I went to
see Lionel Blue, then convener of the
Refomi  Beit  Din.  He  told  me  in  the
nicest  possible  way  that  no  Refomi
rabbi could participate in my wedding.
I  understood  the  rationale  for  the
ruling. But it hurt. I decided to have as
Jewish a wedding as I could, anyway.
And not to let what felt like rejection

stand  in  the  way  of  our  having  as
Jewish  a  life  as  felt  right  to  us.  So
perhaps    the    rule    in    my    case
strengthened my determination not to
be deterred. Many others may well be
put  off and  decide  instead to  loosen
their ties to the Jewish world.

Since  then  the  Refoml  movement
has   come   a   long   way   towards
embracing   mixed   faith   couples,
though this particular rule has yet to
change.  I  do  feel  we  will need to  go
all the way for the Jewish partner in a
mixed couple to continue to embrace
his or her Judaism in a positive spirit,
to feel truly accepted. Paradoxically, I
think the more we do to accept these
couples  the  more  we  will  hold  the
Jewish  partner  and  attract  the  non-
Jewish  partner  to  what  is  confident,
forward-looking   and  alive   in  the
religion,   rather  than   fearful   and
constricted.

In  Solomon  and  Gaenor's  time,
they had no such choice. We have I

PAUL    MORRISON    cz/so    worfrsr    ¢s    cz
psychotherapist. Soforr+on a.nd Gaenor opens at
the Screen on the Hill in London and on general
release in Wales on April 30.

There  will  be  a  celebrity  screening  pre-
release on Sunday 25th April in the evening at
the  Screen  on  the  Hill,  Belsize  Park,  London
NW3.   For  details   contact  Mark  King.  Tel:
0171-533       2770       daytime      or       e-mail:

film@hings5.demon.co.uk.

Providers of fire sealing
solutions on major projects

around the world -

4LFifs
Sealant products for movement joints,
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SHOAll
ONE VICTIM'S VIEW

Arme Ranasinghe-
Katz

In the winter issue OfMARTNA (No 62) we carried
an extremely challenging MARTN AL Essay, ` Enough Already ? '

by Dr hionel Kochan. Kochan attacked the `Holocaust industry'
and pointed out the dangers Of offering young people

the Holocaust as the central reason for retaining
Jewish idehiity. He also highlighted the danger Of perpetuating

the image Of the Jews as victim. Arme Rcun,singhe-Katz
' phoned from Sri Lan:ha and asked if she could reply.

IFie:s:a|;:on,:g[:th¥eh¥=¥iss:
difference in looking at the Shoah from
the   `outside',   as   non-participant
historian and as victim who has lived it
and  lost  everything  that  is  really
important in  life - parents,  relations,
friends, home, possessions, culture and
language. This is by no means  a plea
for  sympathy  but  a  definition  of
conflicting views.

Early in his article Dr Kochan issues
a waming: "nothing in this article will
directly   or   indirectly   suggest   or
propose that the Holocaust be forgotten
or dismissed as an object of study...but
that this obsession creates a threat and
a danger to Jewish well-being in every
sense".  Actually,  Dr  Kochan  is  very
lucky  that  for  him  the  Holocaust  is
only  an  object  of  study.  It  has  been
calculated  that  there  were  more  than
25  million  civilians  murdered  during
the   Second   World   War   by   the
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Germans,  of  whom  six  lnillion  were
Jews.   For  those  who  survived  this
unbelievable horror,  the Shoah is not
just  a  lesson  to  study  -  we  talk  of
millions of dead, but each one of those
`dead' was an individual with his own

life to live - who can visualise such an
enormity? While I would not call the
act of remembering `an obsession' it is
certainly  an  ever-present  awareness.
Nevertheless,  I  see no proof that this
has  caused  a  danger  to  Jewish  well-
being. In any case what is `well-being'
and which Jews are in question. Jews
all over the world are living their lives
in  much  the  same  way  as  everyone
else,  and those  who  were  affected  or
involved have  struggled with varying
success,  to  come  to  terms  with  the
trauma   of   the   past.   But   not   by
forgetting, repressing or denying it.

With   regard   to   the   Holocaust
`industry'   -   which   includes   the

publication  of  Anne  Frank's  Diary,
tours   to   the   various   death   and

concentration  camps,  studies  on  anti-
Semitism, Holocaust courses at various
American  universities,  films  such  as
Holocaust,    Schindler's    List   a.rid
Lanzmann's   Shoah,   a.nd  the  large
number of books published on the topic
-  many  by   survivors  -  naturally
finances play a part. But it seems to me
that  the  importance  of  chronicling
every aspect of this uniquely barbaric
event  outweighs  whatever  financial
gain is  secured by individuals.  And I
do  not  agree  that  all  these  can  be
bracketed as  `exploitation'. There is a
demand for the information that these
various  avenues  offer.  This  includes
museums.  Why  should the  setting up
of  one  Holocaust  Museum  at  the
Imperial War Museum be a project to
be `feared' ? On the contrary, it is very
late   in   the   day,   and   should   be
welcomed. Or is there a latent anxiety
that this might cause anti-Semitic acts
or  feelings  among  the  non-Jewish
population?

In Europe where the generation that
was  involved  in  the  war  has  been
reluctant to talk to its offspring, there
is now a great need by the children and
grandchildren to  find  out what really
happened,  to  what  degree  families
were  involved,  to  define  guilt.  This
includes  Jewish  participation  in  the
administration       of      the       Nazi
exterlnination  process.  Discussion  is
continuous  and  widespread  and  in
recent  months  reached  uproar  pitch
between Ingatz Bubis, the lay leader of
Germany' s Jews and the writers Martin
Walser  and  Klaus   von  Dohnanyi.
Arguments    about   the   Holocaust
Memorial  in  Berlin  are  now  in  their
eighth year. The issues are very much
alive,  considered relevant and no one
says  that they  should be  swept under
the carpet. Certainly not Ignatz Bubis.

Gerhard  Schroeder,  the  German
Chancellor  made  a  speech  when  the
memorial  for  the  murdered  Jews  in
Hannover was unveiled, and said: "We
need a memorial in order not to forget.
We can only walk upright if we come
to terms with our history. This history
remains  present  in  our  daily  lives."
This    is    as    important   for   Jews
worldwide as it is for Germans, even if
the reasons are not the same.

Nor  is   it   clear  to   me   how   to
distinguish  between   `not  forget  and
remembering   ...   and  that  if  this
distinction is lost sigbt of, then a barrier
has been transgressed that contains the
potential   for   the   most   harmful
consequences, first to the Jewish self-
perception    and,    second,    to    the
outsider' s perception of the Jews. ' The
writer  specified  neither the potential,
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nor  the  harmful  consequences.  Nor
can  I  see  feow  remembrance  of  the
Holocaust can have the `most harmful
consequences' . Against that we would
lose our self-respect and credibility if
we  abandon  the  six  million  for  the
sake  of our comfort  or convenience.
As for the outsider' s perception of the
Jews, what a strange idea.  Should we
really  worry  about  what  outsiders
think  about  us  and  does  it  matter?
Why is it so important to separate the
notion of Jew from that of Holocaust
victim?   Is   that   something   to   be
ashamed of? If you look at it from a
broad perspective,  every Jew is,  in a
sense,   a  Holocaust  victim,  whether
you like it or not.

And     how     does     an     identity
dominated by the awareness of being
a victim or survivor have the effect of
`uprooting the individual from his or

her  past,   and  compromising  their
future?'  Is not the fact of their being
survivors  already  synonymous  with
having been uprooted? And how can
this compromise their future - in any
case,  most  survivors  are  so  old  now
that there is not much future to worry
about.

With regard to falsifying the Jewish
past into  one long experience of anti-
Semitism  it  is  difficult to  understand
how the  `Holocaust Industry'  can   be
held responsible for that, whatever the
disputes among eminent historians is it
not true that our past did indeed move
from crisis to crisis? Nevertheless, we
have  survived.   So,   to  say  that  the
generation  is  `badly  served  with  the
nightmare of endless persecution'  and
will  opt  out  accordingly  -  `if  anti-
Semitism  is  the  sum  total  of Jewish
history  who  would be part  of such  a
history'   -  is,   I  believe,   doing  an
injustice to them. There can be so many
other reasons in the present context of
stressful living, and I wonder whether
anyone  has   established  the  actual
number of those who abandon Judaism
because they abhor their past.

Then there is Elie Wiesel's dictum
that  `you cannot live in a graveyard'.
Is that the same Elie Wiesel who wrote
`Memory  is   our  Shield,   our  only

Shield'?  In  any  case,  there  is  little
relevance  in  the  graveyard  simile.
Most of the Jews who died during the
Holocaust did not have the luxury of a
grave but went up in  smoke through
the chimneys of the crematoria in the
death camps.

There is  an old Jewish saying that
nobody  is really  dead  as  long  as  we
think and talk about them. I hope very
much   that   those   of  the   younger
generation of Jews in England as well
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as  in the rest of the  world,  will  find
the  moral  stamina  to  live  with  the
tragedies     of     our     history,      as
generations  have  done  before  them,
and  mostly  under  much  more  trying
circumstances than those under which
the present young live. I trust that they
will   rise   above   any  problems   and
inconveniences  they  may  encounter
as  a  result  of being  Jewish,  and  will
not  be  overwhelmed  by   `irresistible
tension.'   And  that  instead  they  will
have the strength to carry forward this
memory  into  the  next  century,  not
only because remembering is part of
our  tradition  but  also   in   order  to
prevent recurrence.  I hope  that there
can  never,  be  any  question  of  the
`experience'  of  the  Holocaust  being

excised   from  Jewish   or   German,
European or world history.

It was  my father who told me, his
only child:  "Hold your head up high
and  be  proud  you  are  a  Jew.  Never
forget  it,  my  daughter.  It  is   your
greatest heritage." And I kept my head
high,   even   when   stones   started
whistling  around  it  on  my  way  to
school,  or when our neighbour's  son
who  had  become  a  Hitler  Youth,
pushed  me  on  the  swing  till  it  went
over  the  bar  at  the  top,  and  I  went
flying...

Maybe  these  exhortations   have
become    old-fashioned,    courage
foolhardy  and  memory  a  danger  to
survival.  But  my  father  and  mother
were  gassed  by  engine  exhaust  in
Chelmno  on  the  10  July  1944,  then
burnt in a ditch dug for that purpose in
the  forest  of  Rzuchow.  Their  fate,
which for me is synonymous with that
of  all   Holocaust   victims,   is   ever
present.  So  I  cannot  believe  that  the
Holocaust  can  be  shifted  from  the
centre  of  the  Jewish  agenda,  for  as
long  as  the  last  survivor  lives.  And
hopefully for much longer I

ANNE RANAslNGHE-KATz feczs p"b/I.sAed
tweive  books,  of poetry,  short  stories,  essays
and tanslations, and her work has been broad-
cast and published in anthologies and journals
in sixteen countries.
Born in Germany, educated in Britain, she has
lived for over 45 years in Sri Lanka -the only
Sri Lankan Jew . She worked for f iifteen years to
establish the Amnesty International South Asia
Publication  Service,  is  a  nurse  by  training,  a
journalist,  mother  of seven  children  and  the
widow  of a  Sinhalese  Professor  of Obstetrics
and  Gynaecology  who  becalne  Chancellor  Of
the University of Colombo.
SAG wrofe  `At What Dark Point'  -a#  czcco##f

Of her personal experience  as  a  child  against
the background Of increasing authoritarianism
and horror  of the Nc[zi regime - in  order  to
explain the Holocaust to the Sri Lankan public
who had lived far from the reality of the second
World War.
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THE GREAT
DIVIDE -

AMERICAN
JEWRY v

THE REST

Clifford Kulwin
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A;g:::I,:-:auEre.pfey:;Ifbs::.::T:;1E:
World Union for Progressive Judaism.
The occasion was a European Board -
as  it  was  called  then-  meeting  in
Brussels,  followed  by  a  few  days  in
London. On this trip I met, for the first
time,  the  rabbinic  colleagues  and lay
leaders  with  whom  I  was  to  work
closely in the ensuing years, many of
whom have become cherished friends.
On  this   trip,   I  also  had  my  first
opportunity   to   see   our  European
movement at close quarters.

My upbringing  ill prepared me  for
such an encounter. I grew up in a small
congregation in the Midwestern United
States,  the  heartland  of  "classical"
Reform.  I  never  wore  #j?pczfe  until  I
went to  college  and the  dietary  laws
were,  at  best,  a  vague  philosophical
abstraction.  If uniquely  American  in
nature,   this   was   serious   Judaism
nonetheless,           and           eventual
matriculation  in  the  Hebrew  Union
College was a natural course.

But  my  encounter  with  European
Reform  was  aided  by  a few  years  of
post-seminary   service   in   a  liberal
congregation in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
Praying bareheaded was not an option,
men and women sat on different sides
of the aisle - a German-liberal custom
not a traditional mcfez.fzczfe -773z4scz/ and
vo\uninous  p'sukei  d'zimrah  were
standard,   and  some  holiday  Torah
readings  required  the  use  of  three
scrolls.  By my late twenties I had the
good fortune to live through both the
left and the right of what our movement
had  to  offer.  I  was  now  ready  for
something in the middle.

Three impressions of that first visit
remain.  My  attachment  to  them  has
only grown stronger.  The first is  that
the  phrase   "European  Reform"   is
prescriptive rather than descriptive.  It
is  inevitable  to  speak  of  a  European
movement  given  the  relatively  small
and  coherent  geographic  region  thus
connoted,   the  shared  history,   both
general  and  Jewish,  of  the  various
societies, and especially, the spectre of
the Shoah which looms everywhere, if
more in some places like Holland and
Germany and less in others like Great
Britain.   On   the   other   hand,   the
movements of,  and in the .case of the
UK  and  France,  within  the  various
countries are vastly different from one
another,    almost   as    different,    it
sometimes    seemed,    as    my   own
experiences in Champaign, Illinois and
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

Patrilneality  is  not  universal  and
liturgy  runs  the  gamut  from  great

fidelity to tradition as in France to great
liberation  from  tradition  as  also  in
France.  Political sensitivities undergo
sea  changes  every  time  a  border  is
crossed  and,  to  say  the  least,  the
linguistic and cultural differences from
society to society make the individual
movements  themselves  very  different
from one another. ``European Reform"
is a handy and not inappropriate label,
but it is sketchy at best.

Secondly, just like every other kind
of     European,     Reform     Jewish
Europeans      have      a      love/hate
relationship    with    America.    The
"a'verage"     European     movement

congregation is,  indeed, more ritually
observant  than  its  counterpart  across
the  Atlantic.   One  often  hears  the
opinion expressed that the Europeans
are therefore more serious Jews. This
is   baloney.  A4z.7tfeczg  is   a  product  far
more  of  local  historical  forces  and
cultural  realities  than  anything  else,
and is certainly no indication of a level
of  local  Jewish  commitment.  While
there  is   a  more   strictly   ritualistic
observance  of  Judaism  in  Europe,
American  Reform was  spawned   and
evolved  in  the  strongly  religious  but
ritually  bleak  culture  of  American
Protestantism.   The   course   of   its
evolution was preordained.

Interestingly,   liberal  Judaism   is
ritually oriented perhaps most of all in
Brazil,  the  world's  largest  Catholic
country.  One  of the  learned  papers  I
hope one day to write will compare the
evolution of hiberal Judaism in Catholic
and Protestant countries.

What    makes     this    percep.tion
especially sad is that it obscures what I
believe to be a substantive difference
between   European   and  American
liberal  Jews,  one  which  surely  casts
the  Europeans  in  a  favourable  light.
While   I   dispute   any   claim   of   a
difference in Jewish commitment, I do
believe  the  "average"  member  of  a
liberal  synagogue  in  Europe  is  more
Jewishly literate, more likely to know
Hebrew,   and  more  likely  to  have
visited Israel than his or her American
cousin.       There       are       valuable
characteristics if Jewish continuity is a
goal. I believe this difference has much
to   do   with  the   simple   fact  that,
generationally,  European  Jews  are
closer  to  traditional  roots  than  are
Americans.   Regardless,   it   is   an
orientation  that  bodes  well  for  the
Europeans.

It  is  also  influenced  by  another
factor, and with this I come to my third
observation.  Another  of  the  learned
papers  I  hope  one  day  to  write  will
argue that the real divide in the Jewish
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While I dispute any claim Of a difference
in Jewish coryunitment, I do believe
the ``average" member Of a liberal
synagogue in Europe is more
Jewishly literate, more likely to lenow
Hebrew, and more likely to have
visited Israel than his or her
American cousin.

world is not Israel/Diaspora, but North
America  and  everywhere  else.  This
argument has  many  facets,  but a key
one  is  that in  North  America,  liberal
Judaism  is  the  norm.  There  is  no
American  version  of  the  Board  of
Deputies,   but  nearly  all  those  in
positions of leadership in key national
organisations,  like  the  United  Jewish
Appeal,     the     American     Jewish
Committee  and  American  Jewish
Congress, 8 'nai Brith, and the like, are
members of nonorthodox synagogues.
Put  another  way,  orthodox  political
pressure in no  way affects the day to
day life of liberal Jews as liberal Jews
because liberal Judaism is the norm.

Virtually  everywhere  else  in  the
world  the  opposite  is  true.  Even  if
the  number  of truly  sfeomcr Sfeczz7bcz£/
sfoo77?er 77cz.fzvo£ Jews in a given place is
small, the spirit of Orthodoxy prevails,
and  a  community  lives  by  orthodox
standards. Israel is the sad exemplar of
this  reality,  but it is  also  very  strong
throughout  Europe.  The  new  liberal
movement   of   Germany   lives   in
constant conflict with the Zentralra, the
Central Council of Jews in Germany.
The    establishment    of   a    liberal
congregation in Barcelona by a group
of unaffiliated Jews is openly fought,
to great effect, by the "establishment"
congressional. It is significant that the
outrageous comments of British Chief
Rabbi  Jonathan  Sacks  about  the  late
Rabbi Hugo Gryn were uttered at all. It
is difficult for Americans to relate to
this  burden  under  which  European
Reform  labours.  The  difference  is
further widened by the Europeans who,
while  sincerely  appreciative  of  the
unique  creativity  which  size  and  a
pluralistic  environlnent have  fostered
in  American  liberal  Jewry,   often
perceive  us  Americans  as  practicing
Judaism "Lite".
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In   early   1997   I   was   invited  to
participate  in  the  modestly  named"World   Seminar  on  Religion  and

Culture"  at  an  American  university.
My assigned topic was the "rebuilding"
of European Jewry. Nothing about the
topic  struck  me  as  odd  at  the  time.
Indeed,  to  an  American  it  seemed
perfectly natural. European Jewry was
nearly  destroyed during the Shoah.  It
is rising from the ashes and it needs to
be rebuilt.

The       development       of       the
contemporary     European     liberal
movement is indeed taking place in the
shadow  of  the  Shoah.  The  fact  is
incontrovertible. But upon reflection I
rejected  and  reject  the  notion   of
"rebuilding" European Judaism as not

merely  nostalgic  and  romantic,  but
downright dangerous. And acceptance
of this notion "rebuilding" - bad - vs.
"building" - good - is  critical to  the
future   success   of   the   European
movement.

To   rebuild   European   Judaism
implies an effort to recreate what once
was.   One   can   make   the   simple
statement  that  there  was  once  great
Jewish  life  in  Europe,  and  hopefully
there will be again, but that is as far as
one can go. Conditions have drastically
changed.

For one  thing,  the  Jews  of Europe
today  are  physically  different.  There
really are no German Jews. Those we
now  call  German  Jews   are  either
Eastern  Europeans  who  arrived  just
after the war, and their descendants, or
the Russians who have arrived during
the last decade. Why should we assume
a  rebuilt  pre-War  German  liberal
Judaism will  be right for them?  And
we  should  certainly  also  not  assume
that  an  ossified  Gemeinde  structure,
just as it once was, can best serve their
interests. Two thirds of the half million

or so Jews of France are North Africans
who  have  arrived  in  the  last  three
decades. What link would they have to
life in France before the Shoah?

Particularly  in  Eastern  and  Central
Europe one often sees nostalgia fueling
a  desire  for  the  rebuilding  of Jewish
life. As testimony, one need only look
at  the  extraordinary  attention,  energy
and  resources  focused  upon  Poland's
3,500 Jews.  One carmot help but think
that those resources could be used to far
greater  good  in  Jewish  comlnunities
with a true critical mass of Jews. To say
the least, the Shoah must be a presence.
But  in  weighing  the  balance,  healthy
Jewish communities must look more to
the future than they do to the past.

It    is    reassuring    to    see    that
Progressive  Judaism in  America  and
the   various   European   countries,
indeed,  throughout  the  world,  looks
different.   It  should.   If  Progressive
Judaism  is   a  positive  and  healthy
blend  of tradition   and modernity,  it
will  take  on  a  different  appearance,
sometimes  radically  so,  as  it  moves
from country to country and culture to
culture.  I  may  find  praying  in  your
synagogue   an   intensely   moving
experience, but it does not mean your
7„z.#feczg  will  work  where  I  live.  We
can be missionaries  of an idea about
Judaism,     but     we     cannot     be
missionaries of a form. Form evolves
through     what     we     might     call
indigenoation,     the     process     of
becoming "native," or "authentic," in
a     given     spot.     By     definition,
Progressive     Judaism     must     be
indigenous,  with  an indigenous form
and character,  if its mandate is to be
fulfilled.

Our  movement  has  made  great
strides. Our synagogues number some
million and a half members, well over
10%  of  all  Jews.  But  that  number
should  one  day  be  doubled  or  even
tripled, for there is no reason that the
successes  of  America,  Britain  and
Holland cannot be replicated in every
country.  The task is  challenging, but
by  no  means  impossible.  A  strong
Liberal  movement  is   an  essential
element in making Jewish life healthy
and vital. We much pursue this goal,
not merely  from  a  sense  of manifest
destiny,  but from  a profound feeling
of  obligation  to  make  the  greatest
contribution  to   the  whole  Jewish
people which we possibly can I

J7t 4#gwsf CLIFFORD M KULWIN, 4/,  w[.//
become Senior Rabbi Of Ten'l:ple 8 'nai Abraham,
a  150 years  old synagogue in Livingston, New
Jersey, USA.  He previously served as Director
for  International  Development  of the  World
Union for Progressive Judaism.
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IV]%rwlrwlA
ESSAY

HOW NI PICK
AND MIX MITZVOT

Tony Bayfield
I begin with three, apparendy

disco7inected, episodes.

THE  FIRST  IS  A  HURRIED
conversation which took place
after a talk I gave at the British

Reform   Movement's   Festival   of
Reform  Judaism  at  the  Sternberg
Centre.   I   had   spoken   about  the
philosophical and ideological basis for
Progressive  Judaism.  I  got  a  polite
round  of  applause  and  was  then
engaged     in     a     question     and
answer session with the audience for
15 to 20 minutes.

Immediately   after   the   session
finished two  of my friends  from the
United Jewish Israel Appeal, Jonathan
Kestenbaum, the Chief Executive and
Jonathan Ariel came up to me and one
ofthemsaidthatithadbeenabsolutely
fascinating to witness the discontinuity
between  the  talk  and  the  questions.
`You talked about ideology, theology.

They  asked  questions  about practice.
You.offeredthembeliefandtheyasked
for mz.£zvo£. What these people wanted
wasnottheory,itwasRefomifflz.fzvof'.

The  second  episode  came  some
months  later.  Many  will  be  familiar
with  Finance  Minister  Ne'eman's
messianic  quest for a solution to  the
problemsofconversioninlsrael.Many
readers will also be familiar with the
essence  of  his  proposal:  to  set  up
institutes under the Jewish Agency at
which all prospective converts in Israel
can  study,  taught  by  all  streams  of
Judaism  about  all  interpretations  of
Judaism, to certify them and then send

all the graduates of all the institutes to
orthodox   courts,   special  Z7czfez.   dz.72,
where  they  will  be  received  into
Judaism.  'Ihat,  he  advocated,  would
allow all sincere converts of whatever
Jewish denomination to become Jews
whilst preserving the cz7„oz4r propre of
the Orthodox rabbinate.

Ne' eman was on his way back fi.om
America and, since he was flying over
the Diaspora anyway, he dropped in on
British  Jewry.  The  leadership  of
RSGB,  ULPS,  the  Masorti  and  the
United  Synagogue  were  invited to  a
meeting in his hotel suite.

Ne'eman      addressed      us      at
considerble length but at one point I
intemiped. I said to bin: "Do you mean
that  the   special  Z}czfez.  dz.71  will  not
require  fczryczg  773z.£zvof,  observance  of
all 613 commandments?" "It -Jewish
tradition  -  does  not  say  613",  said
Ne' eman, "only J„z.£zi;of".

The third epidsode is not really an
episode at all but rather a stage in the
developmentofmyownunderstanding
ofthetheologyofprogressiveJudaisin,
the   theology   which   UJIA's   two
Jonathans pointed out is of somewhat
sp ecialist interest.

My  teacher,  Dow  Marmur,  and  I
were talking some months back. Dow
came up with the striking observation
that  American  Reform  thinkers  are
now  divided  into  two  clear  camps:
those who are wedded to autonomy as
an absolute -those who, as Dow, with
characteristic  delicacy,  put  it,  `think
that anything goes and call it Judaism'
-  and  those  who  balance  or restrict
autonomy  in  some  way.   `Using  the
concept of covenant' , I said. `Exactly' ,
he replied. `Borowitz' , I responded and
we mused over the fact of how rarely
`Renewing  the  covenant',  Borowitz'

magnum opus[, is cited at the moment.
I  am  a  covenant  enthusiast.  `1  can

speak   at   great   length   and   with
inordinate duliness about covenant and
frequently do. I am not going to review
the   entire   thesis   here  but   some
introductory  comments  are  essential
because  they  have  a  bearing  on  the
argument that I am trying to advance.

Scholars  of the  ancient Near East
report that when rulers  ascended the
throne  they  made  solemn  binding
agreements  with their  subjects.  Such
agreements were called in Akkadian,
bz.rz.fz/, covenants2. Evidently they came
in different shapes  and sizes but one
particularly striking example is the so
called surerainty treaty, in which the
subjects made a considerable number
of far reaching  undertahings  but  the
ruler, the Sovereign, made very few.



The search for reasons, the rationale and
purpose Of religious observance, has been
a hallmark Of Roform Judaism since
its inception.

You  may  care  to  ponder  on  three
examples of b'7-I.f, of covenant, in the
Torah. In the first, God, the Sovereign,
undertakes  never  to  flood  the  world
again  whilst  Noah  is  not  obliged  to
give a complementary undertaking3. In
the second, God, the sovereign, agrees
to  make  Abraham's  descendants  as
many as the stars in heaven and grains
of  sand  on  the  sea  shore   whilst
Abraham undertakes very little except
perhaps  circumcision4.  In  the  third,
standing at Sinai, God, the Sovereign,
undertakes very little whilst those that
stood there that day and those who did
not stand there that day agreed to be
bound by the whole Torah5. The third
covenant, the covenant with the Jewish
people  at  Sinai,  is  a  true  suzerainty
treaty  which,  either  willy-milly  or
voluntarily6, binds us still today.

Our  ancestors,  the  authors  of the
Hebrew bible, saw in the ancient Near
Eastern  Z)irz.fz4  a  metaphor  for  their
relationship  with  God,  a  metaphor
which I believe is still central to Jewish
thought. As Amold Eisen writes:

[The Torah]  bequeathed to the
world  a  way  of  conceiving  the
inconceivable - a metaphor that,
among     Jews,      has      proven
remarkably flexible and enduring.
The   concept   of  God's   Z7rz.f  -
covenant with Israel - survived the
destruction  of his  dwelling place
and helped to contain the tragedy
of  exile.  More  recently,  it  has
emerged for the twin onslaughts of
modemity  and  the  holocaust  to
preside   over  the   gropings   of
contemporary  Jewish  theology
toward authentic Jewish faith. Like
the  very  wounding  of  the  flesh
which    most    symbolises     it,
covenant  has  continued  to  hold
Jews - seizing them, in large part
through  the  power  of their  own
ambivalence7.
If only people would understand that

it   is   Z)rz.i     rather   than   forczfa   77tz.7t
72czffeczm¢yz.77c  which  is  the  fulcrum  of
the  `falth of our ancestors'  and which
could  stiu  bind  and  authenticate  the
Whole of c[77? yz.srczcJ today8.

It is not that difficult to unearth in
most Jews  something  of the  sense of

covenant - something of a feeling of
being bound,  of having no escape,  of
being who we are - albeit often tinged
with ambivalence. But what often gets
lost is the understanding that covenant
is not just about some vague, inchoate
notion  of being  born into  something
and  not  able  to  evade  it  completely.
Our  ancestors  signed  up  to  a  Z)rz.i,  a
solemn binding agrement with precise
terms  and  many  conditions.  And,
according to that classic passage from
Deuteronomy9,  that  bound  us,  their
physical  or  spiritual  descendant,  as
well.  Not vaguely  but precisely.  Not
occasionally     but     always.     Not
sentimentally      but      practically.
Ambivalence notwithstanding.

And   what   are   the   terms   and
conditions   of  the  covenant?  The
answer   is   clearly   J7z£Zzvo£.   "Acher
kidshanu  b'mitavotav  v'tzivanu..."
Who     sanctified     us     with     the
commandments  and  obligated  us[°.
Adz.fzi;oZ     means     commandments,
obligations,          duties.          Those
consequences  which  flow  from  a
contract or a covenant.

Let  us  now  turn to  a  well known
passage  from  early  rabbinic  writing,
from  the  Talmud,   from  Tractate
MaklrotLL. It goes as follows:

Rabbi  Simlai  taught:  Six  hundred
and  thirteen  commandments  were
given to Moses.  Then David reduced
them to eleven in Psalm 15, beginning:

`He who follows integrity, who does

what is right and speaks the truth in his
heart' .

Micah reduced them to three (A4lz.cczfe
6:8):

`Act justly,  love  mercy  and  walk

humbly with your God.'
Then came Isaiah and reduced them

to two (Isaiah 56..I)..
`Keep justice and act with integrity.'

Amos  reduced them  to  one  (A77io£
5:4)

`Seek Me and live' .

Habakuk also contained them in one
(Habckuk2;.4)..`But the righteous shall live by his

faith.'
Akiva taught:  `The  great principle

of  the  Torah  is   expressed  in  the
commandment: "Love your neighbour

as you love yourself; I am the Lord".'
(Lew.£z.ckf  19:18)

ButBenAzaitaughtagreatprinciple
(Genesis 5..I)..`The is the book of the generations

of humanity. When God created human
beings God made them in the likeness
of God.'

This is wonderful, familiar stuff. It
is   also   philosophical,   homiletic,
czggczdz.c.  Indeed  Simlai,  who  lived in
the  second balf of the  third  century,
was a renowned authority on czggczdcz72.
But his  initial  observation,  that there
are     613     mz.fzi;of,     248     positive
commandments  -  you  must  do  -  and
365  negative  commandments  -  you
must not do -came to be taken literally
and  was  shifted  from  the  realm  of
aggadah to tlLe real:rn Of halakah. Over
the subsequent centuries, a number of
learned rabbis -the most famous being
Maimonides - set about making lists.
Maimonides  compiled  his  list  in  the
twelth century but there were quite a
few others.

If  one  sits  down  with  a  copy  of
Maimonides'  Tczryczg A4lz.£zvo£,  his  list
of the  613  commandments,  one  will
discover some interesting things. For a
start, one will quickly realise that there
are simply dozens which nobody does.
Number 38 on Maimonides' list is `the
High Priest may only marry a virgin' .
Well,  however  frum  you  are,  you
would be hard pushed to find...a High
Priest today.

Second, one will discover that there
are simply dozens upon dozens which
we Progressive Jews do. Giving charity
(195),  fixing  a  773czwzczfe  on  the  door
(15)  would  be  a  couple  of  obvious
examples.

Third,  one will find that there are a
number that we do in spirit but which
need  a little  updating  -  (208)  having
honest  weights   and  measures,  for
instance, needs expressing in a range of
practical  instances  of integrity  in  the
work place.

Fourthly, one will find that some of
them are tied to biblical verses in quite
an artificial and contrived way. Whereas
there are some biblical verses telling us
to  do  things  which  do  not  appear  to
have found their way into Maimonides'
list of mz.fzvof, or anybody else's, come
to that. Rabbi John Rayner has recently
produced a paper listing no fewer than
120 Jewish ethical imperativesL2. All are
rooted  in  the  sources.  Some  appear
either explicitly or by inference in the
Maimonidean list but very many do not.

And, finally, there are a significant
number  which  raise  difficulties  for
many  of us.  Because  they raise more



moral problems  than  they  solve:  they
are  expressed  in  inegalitarian  terms.
They  appear  to  differentiate  in  the
treatment  of  Jew  and  gentile  in  an
inappropriate  manner.  They  focus  on
too  narrow  an  aspect  of  a  broader
underlyingvalueorbecausetheysimply
no longer speak to any of us today.

What  ought to  be  clear is  that the
various lists of 613 commandments are
p articular generations ' understanding of
the  terms  of  the  covenant;  frozen  in
time.  And  even  they  never  observed
fzzryczg 77cz.fzvof,  all 613, however, much
far-right  rhetoric  would  lead  our
congregants  to  believe  otherwise.
Moreover,  nobody knows  where  dear
Rabbi  Simlai  got his  613  from in the
first  place[3 and,  as  I  have  already
hinted,myreadingofthetextinMakkot
leads me to believe that the statement
wasmadeforczggczdz.cratherthanliteral,
prescriptive pulposes anyway.

So let me offer a brief resume of this
essay to date. I believe passionately in
the  concept  of  covenant,  the  solemn
binding  agreement  between  God  and
the  Jewish  people  which  flows  from
Sinai.  I  believe  that  the  covenant
commands,  imposes  duties,  contains
obligations and those obligations, those
duties,   those   commandments   are
777z.fzi;of.  Our tradition  contains  lists  of
77£z.£zvof which are hallowed by time but
also  frozen  in  time.  Some  need  re-
affirming,  some need renewing,  some
need modifying and there is much that
is new which has taken on the character
of mz.£zvczfe.  How  do  you know  which
777z.fzi;of to carry out? Given that you are
going  to  dispute  the  traditional  list
where  are  you  going  to  get your  list

ancient  lists  of  what  they  should  or
should not do as God's last word on the
subject,  have  agonised  about  this
problem.  Including  me.  Do  I  observe
the sabbath? Yes, of course I do. Friday
night is the most important evening in
our  family's  week.  Yes,  I  go  to  $7zz4Z
shabbat moming but I also drive and I
also  make  telephone  calls.  Ah!  What
theology supports that particular way of
canying out the obligations, the 77tz`fzv¢fe
of sabbath  observance?  What is  your
authority? Where is it written?

I have found an enormous amount of
really helpful analysis and thinking in a
new  bock  by  the  brilliant  American
Jewish  academic,  Amold  Eisen.  The
book  is  called  `Rethinking  Modern
Judaism' and was published recently in
America[4. Eisen begins by suggesting
that one of the characteristics of post-
Enlightenment Jewish thought has b een
a desperate quest for fcz 'cz773ez. fecz773z.£zvof
-  the  reasoning  behind  the  77tz.£zvo£.  I
came across a contemporary American
Reform  statement  which  reads  as
follows:

The  search for the  `reasons  for the
commandmeats'   (ta'amei  hamitzvot)
has   always   been   a   controversial
one...Ultimately,   after  all,  Jewish
tradition  holds   that   a  777z.fzi;czfa  is   a
77cz.fzvczfa,   a   divine   decree   /gezerczf
fecz773eJek7z/  whose  authority  does  not
diminish  because  of  our  inability  to
fathom  its  purpose...[however]   the
search  for  reasons,  the  rationale  and
purpose  of religious  observance,  has
been  a  hallmark  of Reform  Judaism
since its inception...Reform Jews have
justified their rejection of the old ways
according to  a nulnber of doctrines -

Most Orthodox Jews, writes Eisen, don't carry out
the 613 rn:I]zIVof -or even those they can carry out
and those they choose to carry out -because they
have a deep sense that God is, as it were, sitting on
their shoulder coryrmanding them and they will be
struck dead if they disobey.

from? Do you claim to hear the voice
from Sinai telling you what to do and
what not to do?"

'That, of course, has been one of the

central,ifnotthecentralissueofJewish
life,  ever  since  the  end  of the  18th
century when Jews stepped out of the
ghettos and into the modem world.

For the last 200 years, many, many
Jews who have felt that they could no
longer  live  within  the  religious  and
social confines of Orthodoxy, or accept

the  spirit  of  prophetic  Judaism,  the
belief  in  progressive  revelation,  the
commitment  to  personal  religious
autonomy,  to  name  but  a  few.  What
unites  all  of  them,  however,  is  an
awareness that any religious observance
or  patterns  of life,  in  order  to  fully
express our sense of God and holiness,
must correspond to  our conception of
morality  and  of  appropriateness.  Put
differently,  a 77tz.}zvcz7z cannot oblige us
unless it has a fcz'cz774 a rationale, unless

it   makes    fe7?se   to    us   in    some
fundamental wayl5.

Not only is that substantially true but
what Eisen makes clear is that it is an
almost  inevitable  characteristic  of  all
Jews  who  live  in  the  modem  world.
Moses Mendelssohn grappled with the
issneofta'ameihamitzvot-Ofwky,for
what reason, by what authority - very
extensively in his writing. So too does
Samson Raphael Hirsch -and, as Eisen
shows,  not  very  convincingly  either.
The   question   from   the   audience
bedevils  us  all.  Why?  Show  us  the
reason? What is your authority? Where
is  it written?  What theology  supports
your  anthology  of  77cz.fzi;of  or  your
particular  way  of  carrying  out  the
mitzvot.

Eisen says:  `Don't agonise so much
over  the  theology!'  Most  Orthodox
Jews, writes Eisen, don't carry out the
613  777z.£zi;of -  or  even  those  they  can
carry out and those they choose to carry
out - because they have a deep sense
that God is, as it were, sitting on their
shoulder  commanding  them  and  they
will be struck dead if they disobey.

And so it is, says Eisen, with the rest
of the Jewish world as well. That Jewish
life  today  is  essentially  voluntary,  a
matter of choice, is true for almost all of
us and that hasn't put an end to Jewish
practice. There are Jews today who are
far from sure about the very existence
of a A4lefzczvcfe, a Comlnander and many,
many more who are far from sure that
they or anyone is privy to exactly what
the  Mefzczvefe  wants  in  any  given
situation -  `how do you know God is
alixious  about  the  substance  that  lies
behind e-numbers in food' -many Jews
nevertheless,  recognise  that  77tz.fzvof,
pattemsofJewishpracticeareimportart
to  their  living  and  the  lives  of their
frily and community.

At  the  end  of his  book Eisen ®does
something really fascinating. He lists a
number of criteria -predictors, he calls
them,  - for  what he believes  we  are
likelytoobserveinthefutue.Thereare
six.

The first is this. Quite a lot of Jewish
ritual, quite a number of the 773z.£zi;of on
Maimonides'  list,  were  designed  to
make us  and keep  us  separate.  Many
Jews today - myself included and most
readers as well I would guess - do not
want   to   be   completely   separate.
Distinctive, yes, but not separate.  The
first predictor,  says  Eisen,  is  that  our
choice  and  interpretation  of  777z.fzvof
will be governed by how separate we
want to be and how distinctive.

TLe second predictor,  according to
Eisen, has to do with the explanation



of the ritual or the symbol. The more
powerful the symbol and the more it
embraces  a universal truth,  the more
likely we are to retain it and develop it.
Which would explain why, outside of
Rosh Hasha:nah and Yom Kipput, th!e
Jcdcr and PeJczch, with its message of
freedom  and  liberation,  is  our  best
observed  festival.  It  is  a  powerful
symbol with a universal message.

The  third  of Eisen's  predictors  is,
interestingly,  nostalgia.  Says  Eisen,
773z.£zvof   `must  wrap  participants  in
memories    of   previous   ancestral
performances,  linking  present  day
observers to their ancestors'. There is
something   here   of  the   Freudian
awareness that to turn one's back on
one' s forebears is, in a sense, to murder
them. Kz.ddz4sfe for me is  all the more
compelling because the kz.czdz4sfa cup I
use was given to my grandfather at his
I)r!.£ in Gahicia 104 years ago.

The  fourth  predictor  is  connected
with  the  third  and  has  to  do  with
tradition.  The  77ez.£zi;czfe,  however  it  is
carried  out,  is  most  likely  to  be
observed  if  it  is  enshrined  in  the
imagination as part of the tradition, a
link  in  a  chain,  giving  roots  and  a
feeling of authenticity.

The  fifth  predictor  is  simple  and
clear.   It   needs   to   link   one   to
community,   to   cz773cfacz,   and  to  the
authority that community offers.

The  final  predictor  in  a  sense
summarises the other five. It needs to
make sense to the person performing it.
It needs to work. It needs to cary real
meaning. Whatever it is - and it may
differfromJewtoJew-ifitmakesyou
feel  comfortably  distinctive  without
being unnecessarily separate, if it is  a
symbol with a powerful message, if it
links you with past generations, if it is
rooted in tradition, if it connects you to
community and if it has real meaning
foryou-thenitisa773z.}zi/c!fethatyouare
likely to carry out and take pleasure in
canying out.

Eisen's  conclusion is  a simple one.
Don't  worry  about  the  niceties  of
theology. If you camot relate to Sinai
and covenant; if you have up till now
felt     that     you     either     observe
Maimonides'   list  of  f¢ryczg,   613,
commandmentsornothingatall-think
again.   The  key  to  Jewish  life  is
graduallytobuildthenumberof773z.£zi/of
which  carry  meaning  for  you.  Time-
hallowed 777z.}zi;o£,. mz.£zi/of modified for
the  contemporary  world,  and  new
773z.£zvof  as  well.  Your obligation  is  to
try, to explore, to find those which give
distinctiveness  to  your  being  Jewish,
which symbolise things that matter to

you,  which link you  and  authenticate
you and which have meaning for you -
and  the  synagogue's  task  and  the
organisations'   which   support   the
synagogues    task    is    to    provide
opportunities  for  you  to  learn  and
experience and explore.

One final thought. Linda, my wife,
and I have two regular Sfe73o7^rers. They
are known in our household as the nice
shnorrer and the s 'dreite shnorrer. rThe
nice Sfe73orrer calls regularly, enquires
after our health and, if he is allowed -
and  he  has  leant  to  avoid  ringing
during certain television programmes
-  has  a  chat.  The  f 'drez.£e  Sfe73o7'rer
forgets that he only  called yesterday.
We give. The Ffe73o7-rer is a distinctive
Jewish  institution.  It  symbolises  an
importantvalue.Itechoesapastworld.
The  tradition  demands  it.   It  has
meaning.

Giving   fzedczkc!fa,    as   the   nice
ffe70orrer says explicitly, is a 779z.£zvczfe.
Number  195  on  Maimonides'   list.
Why does Linda do it? Why do I do
it? Well,  I don't feel God sitting on
my shoulder totting up another point
in my favour but I do feel obligated,
bound,  duty-bound,  which  is  what
77tz.Zzi;czfe    means.    You    could    say
fulfilling  one  of  the  terms  of  the
covenant,  and,  so,  put  like  that,  I
suppose that my practice has helped
me back towards  a theology. Which
is, of course, what the rabbis of old -
quoting   7!c['czfcfa   1;'7®z.£fe77£cz   -we   will
do  it  and  them  we  will  hear  the
command   -   always   said   would
happen. There is even a reward. There
is a curious and arresting statemen-t in
the  Talmud,  in Tractate  Kiddushim:
`Greater is the one who is commanded
and  does  than  the  one  who  is  not
commanded  and does']6.  The person
who  comes  to  act because they  feel
obliged, duty bound is singled out for
praise.

To return to the beginning: the two
Jonathans from UJIA - don' t give ' em
theology, give 'em miztvos -had they
been prescient, could have summoned
Arnold  Eisen  in  support.  Eisen's
tremendously  important  observation
that the sociology of the entire post-
Enlightenment  Jewish  community
indicates  that  time  and  time  again
practice outstrips theology. We must
give      them      773z.£zvof,       Reform,
Progressive 773z.£zvof. I would only add
that the theology is  still important -
but then I would say that, wouldn' t I -
since  the  theology  of covenant  is  a
very  powerful  place  for  practice  to
lead back or forward to  than 773z.£zvo£
which   address   too   narrow   and

restricted an area. And 773z.fzvof which
recognise  commanding  values  and
obligations  in  new  areas,  previously
unaddressed  by  lists  frozen  in  time.
We  need  "z.£zi;of  which  people  can
explore,   learn,   add   to,   expand.
Mitzvot  which  provide  purposeful
distinctiveness,  symbolise  values  of
real importance, link to the past,  are
rooted   in   tradition,   connect   to
community and carry real meaning for
the many, many Jews whom we serve
or could serve. Not all or nothing. Not
all  at  once.  Not  613.  `It  doesn't  say
taryag mitzvot, it just sa.ys mitzvot' 1

RABBITONYBAYFmLD,agrtzdt!crfeo/Leo
Baeckcotlege,ischiofExecutiveoftheRoform
Synagogues Of Great Britctin. He is the author
o/ Sinai, Law and Responsible Autonomy and
Faith  in  the  Future:  The  Voices  of Reforin
lew±sh   Be\1ef   which   is   scheduled   for
publication in 1999 .
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WOJVLEN, COD AND GUILT

Lyrme Reid Banks

Shadows on the Hudson
by Isaac Bashevis Singer. Hamish
Hcrmilton, London  1998.  548pp.

£16.99 h.b.

IS  MONUMENTAL NOVEL
as  first published in the  early
)50s   in   instalments   in  the

Jewish  Daily  Forward,  a, "eIN York
Yiddish     newspaper,      and     has
apparently  been  pieced  together  for
posthumous  publication.  Why  it had
to wait so long is only a mystery until
you start struggling through it. It is a
very tough read. The puzzle is, who is
going to put the effort in nowadays?

It would be a pity if there were #of
a  small  but  dedicated readership  for
it. There will be Jews, especially older
ones,   who   may   relish   th.e   sheer
uncompromising Jen;isfe73ess  of it.  It
is  a  very  "in"  book  for  Jews,  in  a
number of ways.

First,    because    nearly    all    its
characters   are  Jewish,   in  an  old-
fashioned  but  fundamental,  almost
stereotypical   fashion.    They   are
thoughtful,  passionate,  sorrowful,
pessimistic,  tortured,  haunted by the
past,  and  not  only  the  then-recent,
terrible past but by the historical past
of   their   people   and   their   own
forebears.    Above    all,    they    are
profoundly,   compulsively   intros-
pective.  I  have  never  seen  so  many
question-marks outside direct speech
in  any  book  -  the  characters  never
seem to stop interrogating themselves.

Second,    because    of    all    the
accoutrements,  mental  and  physical,
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of  Jewishness:   the   festivals,   the
rituals,  the  clothes,  the  prayers,  the
biblical quotations, the very furniture
inside  their  homes  - not  to  mention
their  heads  -  these  only  Jews,  and
Jews raised in the tradition, can truly
identify   with.   Not   that   all   the
characters   are  religious,  but  even
those  who  are  not  are  break-aways
from  something  they  are  steeped  in
and cannot wholly slough off.

Third, because of the era in which it
is  set.  Jews  of  a  certain  generation
invariably  feel that the period of the
Second  World  War  and  its   soul-
searching  aftermath belongs  to  them
in a way that it does not to the rest of
us.   Singer,   I  think  unconsciously,
plays to that. The whole decade of the
forties  is  like  a  bed  of  nails  upon
which,  even after the Jewish corpses
have  been  lifted away,  Jewish blood
still lingers and reeks to heaven,  and
upon  which  the  Jews  who  survived
need  to  impale  themselves.  It  is  so,
not  only   for  those   Jews   directly
affected, but for every Jew who lived
through  it  even  in  safety.  Perhaps
especially    those.    I    have    often
reflected, in mitigation of the terrible
ham they cause, that all those devout
Jews   from   Brooklyn  who   came,
burning with rage  and zeal,  to  Israel
and  "settled"  in  Hebron  and  other
locations, did it because their parents

carried on with lives during the War
and  did  little  or  nothing  while  their
fellow-Jews  in  Europe  died.   Guilt,
like  anger  and the  cry  for justice  or
vengeance, outlasts the generation of
perpetrators, victims - and those who
stood by.

And    so    of   course,    for   Jews
especially, does the cry to God for an
explanation   of  His   absence.   The
burden of this on very observant Jews
must be terrible, and Boris, or Borukh,
the  linchpin  character  of  Sfecrdows,
made this  even  clearer to  me than it
had been. Borukh, an immigrant from
Poland with the scars of the Holocaust
still  unhealed,  manages  to   maintain
his  adherence  to  his  religion  despite
the myriad unanswered questions that
torment him.  He does it, not through
blind  faith  as  a  Christian  might,  but
through    an    agonising    on-going
process  of self-assessment  and  God-
assessment  while  doggedly  keeping
up his observances.

For  Christians,  the  "works"  are
useless  without  "grace".  For  Jews,
works are a means to grace, and if by
the  end  of  the  book  Borukh  is  no
longer     the     rigid,    judgemental
practitioner of strict Judaism he was
at first, it is not because he doubts that
this  practise  is  his  only  hope  as  a
human being - which  is  to  say,  as  a

Contirmed on next page
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Jew, for the two are indivisible - but
because  his  compassion  for those he
loves,  who  have  blundered  off  the
straight  and  narrow,  has  blunted  his
powers of condemnation.

Meanwhile,  Singer  has  led  us  far
and   wide   following   the   lives   of
Borukh's   friends   and  family.   His
daughter  Anna,   avid  for  life   and
happiness  and  blessed  with  none  of
her father's self-protective piety, runs
off  in  all  directions  with  man  after
man.  One  of  these  is  Hertz  Grein.
Through  Grein we get the viewpoint
of the Jew who has lost, or broken out
of,   his   "holy   fence"   of   Jewish
observance. It truly does seem, by the
end,    that    Singer    wants    us    to
understand that when a Jew does this,
he loses all that makes him a Jew and
keeps  his  life  on  track.  The  book's
epilogue  is  a  letter  from  Grein  from
Mea   Shearim,   the  ultra-Orthodox
quarter  of  Jerusalem,  where  he  has
grown   sidelocks   and   buried   his
hyperactive conscience and his many
guilts and inner questions in a life of
the strictest penitence. He has left the
world in which he could not make any
woman   happy   or   even   raise   his
children to be Jews, a world where he
feels himself mired in filth of his own
making,  and  in  a  desperation  almost
suicidal,  painfully  rebuilt  the  holy
fence so high that he cannot even see
over  it  to  what  he  calls  the  jungle,
which  he  loathes  and  yet  still  longs
for. Grein's earlier reflections on this
"underworld" where most of us reside

evoke  acute  moral  reflections  in the
reader. It is part of what makes this an
old-fashioned  book,  for  what  books
today  present  real,   serious   moral
conflicts?  What  modem  reader,  this
one included,  wants to have to think
about the vileness of the world and of
their  contribution  to  it  through  the
pain they cause others?

Grein's other two women -beside
Anna, who is basically too resilient to
be  destroyed by  his  unfaithfulness -
are  his  wife  Leah  and his  long-time
mistress Esther. Leah is so dismal that
we have some sympathy with Grein's
leaving  her,  but  Esther  is  another
matter. She and Grein love each other,
if  any  human  or  sexual  love  of  a
meaningful  kind  exist  in   Singer's
world   of  Sfoczdows  -   something   I
doubted quite often, since none of the
characters  actually  gains  any  lasting
happiness from worldly relationships,
which  invariably  result  in  mutual
destructiveness.  Esther  is  a  woman
only   a   male   writer   could   have
invented.   He   shows   her  through
Grein's eyes and ears -we believe in
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him  so   are  obliged  to  respond  to
Esther's power over him. At the same
time, why he puts up with her is hard
to understand.  Her mood-swings  and
neurotic  behaviour  are  maddening;
she talks endlessly, often hysterically,
while  Grein,  usually  from  the  other
end  of a  telephone,  listens  patiently
and tries  to  subdue  the  ever-welling
lust  that  she  induces  in  him  despite
the fact that he knows  every particle
of her, body, mind and soul.

When    at    last    they    abandon
everything  and run  away together to
an  isolated  farmstead  in  Maine,   I
really did have hopes that just a little
lasting joy would be theirs. But before

the week is  out,  Esther is going mad
with   city-starvation,   picks   a   last
quarrel  with  Grein,  and  fetches  up
with  her  suitcases  on  the  dirt  road,
thumbing a lift back to New York.

Of the others in the large cast who
attended Borukh's first-chapter party
- the  poor miserable  man  does  give

parties, but only so that he can spend
them  arguing  theology,  philosophy,
history and diet with his friends -very
few  are  left  by  the  closing  page.
Several    are    dead.    Others    have
disappeared  or  drifted  away.  But  at
least he has found another wife, and -
oh,  potential  for a little happiness  at
last - she has given him a baby son, a
blessing  for his  old age.  The  ghastly
blow that God -well, the author -still
has  in  store  for  him,  we  are  spared
from having to watch him receive, for
it    will     surely    kill    him    with
disappointment.

Is there no pity sitting in the clouds
that  sees  into  the  bottom  of Jewish
grief?  It  is  Borukh's  belief  -  and
Singer's too, perhaps -that Jews are
not  entitled to  be  happy,  because  of
the  millions  who  died;  that  if  they
want to escape the hell that conscience
can inflict, they are not free to decide
their own destinies but can only exist
within  the  framework  of  a  strictly
observant Jewish life. Not that Singer,
himself a  doubter  and  a  womaniser,
lived  by  that,  but  he  suggests  it  so
powerfully that part of him must have
believed in it.

Grein reflects thus  of himself,  and
perhaps this is Singer's dilemma too:"He  was   an  unbeliever  who  was

compelled,  in  times  of trouble  or  at
the sight of injustice or shame, to raise
his  eyes to heaven and appeal to the
God whose  existence he  denied,  and
this because among Jews  God was  a
sickness, an obsession, a mania. For a
Jew,  the  thought that God was  good
and just was the quintessence of life.
Whether he  wanted to  or not,  a Jew
perpetually had accounts to settle with
the  Almighty:   he  praised  Him  or
blasphemed Him, loved Him or hated
Him,  but  he  could  never  be  free  of
Him...The good and the just, the true
and   the   omnipotent   had   to   be
indwelling somewhere."

Oh, yes. Heavy going, maybe. But
worth it for insights and writing like
that I

LYNNE  REID  BANKS  a#/Aor,  /ecft/rer cz#d
journalist  has written over thirty books, more
recently  mainly  for  children  including  CThe
Indian in the Cupboard' serj.es /f%e///A vo/wmc,
`Key to  the  Indian',  came  o!/f  I.# A4lcrrcfa/.  Her

most recent adult novel,  `Falr Exohange' , was
published last year.
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THE BETH DIN REVEREND
WHO DRIVES ON SHABBAT

Isaac Richards

The Leo Baeck College Year Book lists all Of its gradrates. Most are
well lpeown within the Progressive Jewish world in Britain. But a handful of
graduates from the early years Of the College loft England to work abroad

and are less well  Janown. Last year the Editor attended a Corference
in South Africa and fiound one Of those early naves still hard at work.

He asked Rabbi Isaac Richards to write about his cci:reer.

Ab:enf::::jge5stlra¥b4itllYFUTl;
I    was    born    in    Liverpool    to

immigrant,   traditionally  orthodox
parents. When I was chosen for higher
Jewish  studies  at  the  local  yes fez.vcz  it
was their dream come true. My fellow
students  were  Leslie  Hardman  and
Morrie   Landy,   later  long-serving
ministers in Hendon and Cricklewood.

I   received   Kabbalah   -   rhinor
ordination  -  from  the  London  Beth
Din,  United  Synagogue,  with  Dayan
Abramsky    -  grandfather  of  BBC
Radio's Jenny Abramsky -presiding.
I  assumed the  title  Reverend,  as  was
then  the  practice.  I  served  two  very
small  cong-regations.  The  experience
was  most  disheartening.  When  war
broke   out   I   volunteered   for   the
chaplaincy  and  in  due  course  was
called up and posted to the very large
intake camp at Colchester.

There  were  many  large  American
military  installations  in  the  area  and
one of my first tasks was to organise a
Passover  seder.   Most  of  those  who
attended  were  American  troops,  as
most of the local boys were given home
leave  for the  festival.  My wife  and I
revelled    in    our    freedom    from
cantankerous congregants.

Shortly   after  the   liberation   of
Bergen-Belsen.   I  was   ordered  to
make  my  way  there  to  help  in  any
way I could.

I  flew to  a nearby airport and was
met by Chaplain the Rev.  Isaac Levy
who  deposited  me  at  the  camp.  The
camp  was  administered  by  British
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forces.  I  did  what  I  could  to  act  as
liaison. I unofficially acquired the help
of  two  invaluable  assistants.  Jane
Levison, who had been with a Quaker
team,  and  Abraham  Gold finger  a
young Polish rabbi who had been in a
prisoner of war camp.

The British authorities were  intent
on  sending  back  to  their  original
homes, survivors from all the various
camps. The Jewish survivors at Belsen
refused  to  go  back  to  what  they
described as cemeteries. Their demand
was that they go to the Land of Israel.
This was denied to them.

In  a  ruse  to  divert  the  Jews,  the
authorities announced that they were
setting  up  a  special  camp  for  the

Jewish   survivors.   Two   thousand
survivors  would  lead the  exodus.  We
three     decided     that     we     would
accompany the transport. Large lorries
rolled  up  and  with  great  reluctance
2,000 people were put aboard.

After  a  bone  shaking,  ten  hour
journey we were off-loaded at a broken
down,  dilapidated  group  of wooden
buildings. We protested strongly to the
Jewish authorities in London and, after
a  few  weeks,  the  DP's,   displaced
persons, were moved to a much more
pleasant  camp,  where  they  settled
down and organised themselves.

Some months  later,  after the group
of trained personnel formed in London
received permission to enter Germany,
they  were  moved  again  back  to  the
Bergen-Belsen camp.

The    original    camp    had   been
ceremoniously  destroyed,   and  the
survivors transferred to nearby modem
baITacks and buildings.

After the  arrival  of the  relief team
Jane,  Abraham  and  I  returned to  our
particular  duties.  I  was posted to  the
Ruhr   area   stretching   north   from
Dusseldorf.  A  congregation began  to
take  fomi  in  Dusseldorf  under  the
leadership  of a  certain Dr Auerbach.
He was officially appointed as head of
the  community.  But  he  abused  his
powers and the Brigadier, commander
of  the   area,   dismissed   him.   The
community requested me to  lodge an
appeal, which I agreed to do.

But  after  hearing  the  Brigadier's
point  of view  I  felt  that  his  actions
were justified. I still asked him to grant
an interview to  a delegation from the
community,  which  he  did  and  which
convinced them that no anti-Semitism
was involved.

An  incident  where  again  I  had  to
confrontaBrigadierwaswhereagroup
of  young  people  illegally  entered
Gemany where they hoped to join in
the   4/j.j;czfe   Bef   the   underground
migration to Israel. They were stopped
and confined in a detention camp, the
main inhabitants of which were former
top Nazis.

I made strong representation to the
Brigadier  and  the  next  morning  the
vehicles  of the  Jewish  Relief Team,
withtheirA4lczgerzD¢i/i.dinsignia,rolled
past  the  Nazis  and  took  the  young
people to the Bergen Belsen Camp.

I  did  not  neglect  the  needs  of the
Jewish soldiers. Every Sfe¢bb¢f I would
drive to three different venues, often a
hundred  miles  apart,  with  my  small
rorczfe  and  prayer  books  and  hold
Shabbat seIviees.

At a Chaplains' meeting in Brussels,
Rabbi Israel Brodie,  criticised me for
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I did not neglect the needs Of the Jewish
soldiers. Every F5rfu2yidtoat I would drive to three
dif f drent venues , Often a hundred rhiles apart,
with ray small Tora;h and prayer books and
feo/d Shabbat Servz.ces®

travelling on Shabbat and particularly
so  with  se/er  rorczfe.   I  rejected  his
criticism.

In  mid-1946  I  met  Rabbi  Moses
Cyrus  Weiler,  the  founding  Rabbi  of
the  Progressive  Movement  in  South
Africa who had obtained permission to
enter Gemlany. I spent some time with
him  and  found  myself in  sympathy
with his point of view. He offered me a
post   in   South   Africa,   which,   in
consultation with my wife, I accepted.

rabbi  was  a  great  hindrance  to  my
career. A congregation was forming in
Port Elizabeth  and they offered me  a
post.    We   moved   down   to    Port
Elizabeth.  Sadly,  after  about  a  year,
my  dear  wife  was  stricken  by  a  rare
condition and died.

To  add  to  my  grief the  orthodox
leadership who were the lessees of the
burial  ground  from  the  municipality,
refused to allow the burial of my wife.
Application  was  made  to  a judge  in

Young Reverend RIchards a la British mode

I was demobilised in November 1946
and left for Joharmesburg by air in mid-
December.

My wife and daughter followed by
ship.  We  settled  well  and  were  very
happy.  A  second  congregation  was
being established and it was mentioned
and understood that eventually I would
be  its  minister.   Then  without  any
consultation  or  explanation,  a  young
rabbi from the USA was appointed to
the post.

The fact that I did not have the title
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Chambers and an order issued allowing
us to proceed with the burial. It was a
most ugly  matter,  which  I  can  never
forgive.

The congregation thrived. We built
a lovely synagogue, but I was lost and
unhappy.  I  resigned  and  spent  a  few
months  in  Israel.  I  could  not  find  a
suitable  post  so  I  returned  to  South
Africa.  I  was  offered  a  post  in  Cape
Town  as  director  of  their  Hebrew
classes.

In  Cape  Town  I  met  my  second

wife, a young widow. We married and
had a happy and fruitful life together
until May this year, when she passed
away.   Our  suburban   congregation
blossomed.    We    built    a    lovely
synagogue    but    everything    was
dominated by the original synagogue
and its officers. My handicap was that
of title. I applied to Leo Baeck College
and  other  friends  helped  to  explain
my  position  and  my  qualifications.
My application was accepted.

I took Sabbatical leave and came to
the   college   after   yo77cfov   1966.   My
stay  at  the  college  was  a  wonderful
experience.  I  served  as  the  weekend
rabbi        at        Brighton        Liberal
congregation. I was duly ordained and
returned to Cape Town.

The   domination   of  the   cong-
regation  by   one   individual   led  to
friction, so when I was invited to take
over the  Rabbinic  Office  in  Durban,
where  the  incumbent  was  retiring,  I
accepted  the  pulpit  and  took  up  the
post in January  1970.

I am happy to say that I always had
an   excellent  relationship  with  the
congregation and with the community
as a whole.  I  am fond of saying that
"some    of   my   best   friends    are

orthodox".   I   retired   in   1986.   My
successor  left  after  four  and  a  half
years, and I was asked to take up the
reins  temporarily.   In  due  course   a
young and very handsome rabbi was
appointed.  It  was  soon  obvious  that
he had accepted the post as a stopgap.
After ten months he left, much to the
dismay of many ladies, and I stepped
back. And here I still am.

I am thoroughly enjoying my work
and  pray  that  God  will  give  me  the
strength and the years to continue. But
if a suitable candidate were available,
I would step down unhesitatingly.

As  far  as  inter faith  activities  are
concerned  the   whole   community
looks to me as their Rabbinic leader.
The   Orthodox   Rabbi   will   have
nothing to do with such matters.

As   far  as   South  Africa  is   con-
cemed,  it is  a beautiful country with
tremendous potential. At the moment
it   is   going   through   the   pangs   of
rebirth.

If  it  succeeds,   as  there  is  every
reason to believe that it may do, it can
become a Garden of Eden. As for the
Rabbinate, I am prepared to reject the
statement  of  a  cynic  who  said  that
"being a rabbi is no job for a Yiddishe

boy".  I  insist  that,  "It  is  a job  for  a
Jewish boy".  Despite  a  few  ups  and
clowns,  I  have  had  a  most  fulfilling
career and I thank God that I was led
in this direction." I
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ORGANISING GOD'S WORK:
CHALLENGES FOR CHURCHES

AND SYNAGOGUES
by Margaret Harris

Macmillan, London,  1998
pp 236 £45 h.b.

[Available  from  the  Centre  for
Voluntary  Organisation  at  the
London  School  of  Economics  at
the special price of £20]

MlRGARET IIARRIS,  THE
ecently   appointed   Prof-
ssor  of  Voluntary  Sector

Organisation     at    Aston    Clinton
Business  School  and  a  member  of
Bushey      and      Radlett      Reform
Synagogue,  has  now  written  a  book
that is indispensable to all who want to
know how congregations tick.

It is based on an in-depth study of
interviews  with  a  wide  selection  of
members of four congregations. Three
were  churches  -  one,  inner  city  and
Roman       Catholic,       a       second,
fundamentalist,   Pentecostal  Afro-
Caribbean, and the third, market town
Anglican. The fourth congregation was
a typical suburban refomi synagogue.
There  were  big  differences  between
them but more surprisingly, there was
a great deal they shared. What does the
study  reveal  for  members  of Jewish
congregations,  rabbis  and  voluntary
leadership?

First      the      differences.      The
evangelical, fundamentalist attitude to
volunteers  may,  unfortunately,  not
work in a synagogue: `We wait for the
Pastor to tell us what is God's will...We
have  to  co-operate  with  him  with  a
willing spirit to get order, harlnony and
right'.   But   there   are   also   many
similarities.   Is  this   comment  by  a
minister familiar: "Many people in the
parish do not realise how much has to
be  done.  For  them  the  parish  is  a
railway station - they come and they
go and they do not ask to help..they do
not  see  it  as  `my  church  and I  must
keep it going."

The five central chapters deal with
the choice and inplementation of goals
by congregations, the ambiguous role
of ministers - king-pins or facilitators,
the position of lay staff and volunteers,
change  and dilemmas of caring.  The
study is impressive for the clear way it
is written and its unobtrusive weaving
together  of a  scholarly and academic
approach -there are 268 sources given
- with the immediacy of direct quotes
from    participants.    It    is    these,
especially,  that  make  the  book  a
fascinating, easy and instructive read.

Looking  across  the  four  cong-
regations, five broad goals emerge as
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important  in   all   of  them:   liturgy
expression,      education,     welfare
provision,  organisational  continuity
and social integration, the function of a
synagogue as a `meeting place'.

At times the findings confirm what
we might imagine as major differences
between  church  and  synagogue.  The
report  notes:   `The  only  dissent  from
the  view  about  priority  of  liturgical
expression was found in congregation
D,   Jewish   where   there   were   a
substantial proportion of members for
whom  attending  services  was  not  a
pe7'so7c¢/    priority'.     This    would
probably be  true  not  only  in  Reform
and  Liberal  communities  but  also  in
the   United   Synagogue,   even   if,
perhaps, not voiced so readily. Would
it also be true of the more right-wing
traditional? And, to this extent, are they
more `Jewish'?

Somewhat  surprisingly,  the  book,
fmds  all  four  congregations  heavily
involved in welfare, and comments on
religious  organisations  generally  as

major  contributors  to  the  health  of
society.  All  four  organisations,   for
example,  provided  not  only  `pastoral
care'  for  their  members,  visiting  the
sick,      isolated      and      bereaved,
counselling  and  giving  advice,  but
were   also   involved  in  wider  local
community issues including advocacy
work.  Amongst the  four,  there was  a
benefits advice service, a weekly soup-
run  for  homeless  people,   a  lunch
service,  short-stay  accommodation,  a
hostel  and  a  housing  association  also
for  the  homeless,  a  day  centre  for
elderly  people,   and  weekly  prison
visiting  -  all,  except  for  part-time
payment for one benefits worker, being
provided on a voluntary basis.

A single mother in one congregation
told how the minister and lay members
rallied round when she was left alone
with  two  children.   As  a  result  of
repeated  invitations  to  participate  in
activities,  all  her  leisure  hours  were
filled and she gained a large circle of
friends.    `The    congregation'    she
commented,   `has   turned   my   life
around'.   We  could  all  give  similar
examples  -  and  equally  know  that
often  we  have  failed  in just  such  an
area.  They  add  up  to  an  impressive
confirmation of the role that churches
and synagogues are playing for society
as a whole, supporting the recognition
that since the  1970s there has been an
increasing trend in UK public policy to
place  emphasis  on non-governmental
institutions  as  a  means  of  meeting
human welfare needs of all kinds.

The  data  confimi that members  of
congregations    are    likely    to    be
interested  in  principle  in  caring  for
others,  and  provides  evidence  for  a
theory that I have held for some years:
that Jewish Care would be well advised
to take more seriously its possible role
as a support service for those providing
welfare      work      within      Jewish
communities, rather than acting solely
as the central and exclusive agency.

Involvement of volunteers,  and the
difficulties  of  finding  them,  was  a
theme in all four congregations. Take
this quote from a Church: `1 got pushed
on  to  the  council   and  then  I   got
shanghaied      into      becoming      a
Warden...It's  the  hardest  job  in  the
world   finding   somebody  to  be   a
Warden.'

The  book  includes  a  great  deal  of
specific   detail.   Volunteers  can  be
resentful  when  receiving  conflicting
instructions  from  ministers  and  paid
lay staff. There were differing feelings
about   whether   ministers    should
control,   supervise  or  `manage'  the

Contirmed on next page
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The role Of the minister was often seen
and experienced similarly between
church and synagogue, suggesting that
while theologically there may be
major distinctions, in terms Of the actual
work and responsibilities there is
much in common.

work of volunteers. But lay employees
can be essential. A Priest commented:
The  sacristan has  done well.  In eight
months   she   has   transformed  the
church  from  a  dirty  and uncared  for
place...This is the first time that things
have  been  done  properly'.  But there
can  be  difficulties,  especially  when
members  are  employed  -  as  in  this
Church:  `1 am paid at a very low rate
and  they're  getting  much  more..I
don't see myself as an employee...it's
an      honorarium'.      How      many
synagogues   have   encountered  the
pitfalls along that route?

Until now there has been virtually
no research on the role of lay people
in a congregational context. A simple
distinction        between        `senior'
volunteers      who      often      carry
demanding,   burdensome   and  re-
sponsible roles, and those others who
fill   in   reliably   with   smaller   or
occasional tasks is a helpful one as is
the comment about `apprenticeships'.
For the senior volunteers particularly
there  was  general  recognition  of the
sense   of  sometimes   being   `torn'
between commitment to congregation
on the one hand and loyalty to family,
friends  and  outside  employment  on
the  other.  Unfortunately,  the  survey
makes  no   reference  to  volunteer
`training'  of various  types,  and how

useful or not this has been.
The role  of the minister was  often

seen   and   experienced   similarly
between   church   and   synagogue,
suggesting  that  while  theologically
there  may  be  major  distinctions,  in
terms    of   the   actual   work   and
responsibilities   there   is   much  in
common. But there were differences:
the  more  fundamentalist  community
discouraged     lay     people     from
questioning  or  debating  decisions
which are seen strictly as God's will
channelled  through  the  minister  as
interpreter.  This  approach was  to  an
extent true also of the other Churches.
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The   clergy   were   officially   and
theologically   the   final   point   of
authority.   Conflicts   were   usually
avoidable,      or      repressed      and
acrimonious    disputes    about   the
ministers/lay  relationship  unknown.
In  the  synagogue,  things  were  less
clear.  Margaret  Harris  suggests  that
both Jewish history and the emphasis
on rabbi as teacher are more equivocal
about  the  relative  authority  of rabbi
and lay people -even this language is
misleading,  in  Judaism  all  are  ``lay"
and  therefore  provide  no  clear  basis
for conflict resolution. Would this be
similar  in  an  extreme   right-wing
feczredz.   Jewish   community?   More
research  would be  illuminating.  The
task for the rabbi must be to use such
conflicts  for  teaching  when  they  do
arise. But his is easier in theory than
practice and the issue is testing of the
maturity  of  the  rabbi  -  and  the
understanding of the congregation.

Ministers,  also,  apparently  shared
the  unfounded  assumption  `that  the
activities  which  take  place  in  and
around  congregations  are  the  centre
of people's lives'.

So,  what  help  is  offered?  Firstly,
we find that far from being  `just us',
the   issues   are   endemic   to   other
religious communities, at least Jewish
and  Christian.   More   specifically,
Margaret  Harris  compares  religious
communities  with  other  `voluntary
associations ' where people join freely,
for a purpose. If they do not find their
needs   satisfied,   leave.   In   these
`voluntary     associations'      much

concern  is  voiced  about  attracting
members and paying attention to their
wishes.   In  such  organisations,  too,
members      are      typically     more
concerned  about   `social'   objectives
than formal procedures, deadlines and
`getting  things  done'.  They  tend  to
`factionalism'  because  of competing

interests  and  values,   and  have  an
ambiguous  attitude  towards  `staff'  -

is theirjob to support volunteers or do
the work for them?

Reading  the  book  is  like   seeing
ourselves in a mirror. The conceptual
analysis clarifies a number of tensions
that do exist and understanding them
can  change  the  dynamic.  This  book
needs to be read, and studied, just as
much  as  some  `classic'  Jewish texts,
for the sake of all who are concerned
with congregational life and the future
of Judaism I

JEFFREY   NEWMAN   feczs  /.zzsf  ce/ebrczfec7
twenty-five years as Rabbi of Finchley Reform
Synagogue.  He  was  also  founder  Of the  Leo
Baeck  College  Rabbinic  In-Service  Training
Programme and its Profiling Project.
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THE SOUND OF LOST MUSIC

John Levi

A:s:en:g:::b:Toe¥:tt?:a:oe?k
place,  the  participants  in  the  World
Union   for  Progressive   Judaism's
special commemorative visit stood in
the pouring rain at a memorial service
for   the   sixtieth   anniversary   of
Kristallnacht.  Thousands  of  Berlin
residents    had    marched    silently
through  the  streets  to  gather  in  the
Fasanenstrasse   where   the   Jewish
Community has built its meeting place
within the  ruins  of one  of the  city's
great  synagogues.  The  service  ended
with 4¢dczz.s%  and as we prayed those
words  and  said  "Amen"  we  realised
that all the  other moumers  had been
silent because they were not Jewish.

Next moming we boarded a bus to
see  Jewisb  Berlin  and  our  hearts
broke.  In  the  place  where  55,000
Berliners   were   gathered   before
deportations  eastwards,  unknown
people had left flowers  and  candies.
Until I stood in front of the familiar
facade I bad not realised that the "New
Synagogue''   in   the   Orienburger
Strasse  was  one  of Berlin's  great
buildings. It had been my own rabbi's
synagogue. The yotmg Rabbi Herman
Sangerpossessedaresonantvoiceand
he was a brilliant preacher. Very few
people could have filled a s}magogile
with three thousand two hundred seats
on three levels. He and I had shat.ed a
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study  for a good twenty years  and a
print of "his"  old  synagogue was  on
the wall. I knew all about its grandeur
inside and its portico with room for a
horse  and  caITiage  to  drive  in  and
deposit a bride  and her father.  But I
did  not  know  how  big  the  building
was and I did not know that Berlin's
skyline was pierced by three buildings
-  the  Reichstag  -  parliament  -  the
Lutheran cathedral and the synagogue
on the Orienburger Strasse.

The  bus  brought  us  to  an  empty,
asphalted parking lot near the building
that had  housed  the  great  rabbinical
seminary  -  Hochschule  -  whose
principal  was  Rabbi  Dr  Leo  Baeck.
The  Hochschule  is  being  restored.  I
wondered  why.   While   our  guide
described where we were  in relation
to pre-war Berlin I looked up and saw
that we  stood beneath the  street sign
"Johannisstrasse"  and  I  realised  that

the  asphalt  space  was  the  unmarked
site  of the  synagogue  of the  Berlin
Reform    Community.    It   was    in
Hamburg   and  in  Berlin  that  the
Reform  Movement began  more  than
150  years  ago.  The  first  Conference
of the  World  Union  for  Progressive
Judaism      gathered      in      Berlin
70 years ago.

One   last   shock   remained.   We
visited the  great Jewish  cemetery  in
Weissensee  in  the  east  of  the  city.
After all the ruins, it came as a relief.

The  autumn. trees  and  the  dignified
monuments   made   the  visit   more
poignant.  Berlin Jewry put its rabbis
and  teachers  and  musicians  in  the
front row of the cemetery. Here were
all the great names of German Jewry
and their monuments stood unscathed.
The  descendants  of  these  men  and
women  were  scattered  to  the  four
winds. Why did the vandals leave the
cemetery  untouched?  Why  bum  the
living   and  leave  the   dead  whose
monuments  testify  that  here  lay  the
refutation of the theory that the Jews
were rootless, rapacious degenerates?

In  that  front  row  in  the  cemetery
stood the grave of the musician Louis
Lewandowski,  whose  tunes  are  still
sung in every one of our synagogues
every   week.   On  the   side   of  the
monument facing outward is his name
in  Latin  letters.  On  the  other,  inner
side is the story of his family and his
achievements. We honoured him later
that day when I "launched" his music
at  a  special  ceremony honouring  the
World Union.

The story of the rediscovery of the
music     of    the     Berlin     Reform
Congregation is so improbable that it
is worth recording. In 1928 the Berlin
Jewish  publishing   magnate   Hans
Lachmann-Mosse         gave         his
congregation the princely sum of ten
thousand pounds sterling to produce a
set  of  gramophone  records  of  the
liturgy  of  the  whole  Jewish  year.
Imagine if you had bought a property
or  a  painting  worth  ten  thousand
pounds  in  1928.  Given  a  bit  of luck
what  would  it  be  worth  today?  A
million  pounds?  In   1928  it  enabled
the Refomi Congregation of Berlin to
hire a team of brilliant soloists and a
choir of 100 voices and two organists
and  Germany's  principal  recording
studio   on   almost   every   Sunday
moming for three years.

The    electric    microphone    had
recently   been   invented   and   the
introduction  of  recognisable  sound
would  soon  become  possible.   Even
so,  the  recording  process  must  have
been difficult.  There was no  splicing
and  editing  of tapes  and  no  mixing
desks  to balance  soloists,  pipe  organ
and   choir.   Everything  had  to   be
absolutely  right  at  the  time.   The
master  discs   were  prepared.   The
heavy acetate disks were usually only
recorded on one  side.  It was planned
to  issue  the  records  by  sets  so  that
someone  would  sit  on  the  side  and
play each disc in turn without having
to  shuffle  them  around.  That  meant
there  had  to  be  five  copies  of Mczfe

Continued on next page
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rot/#  and  eight of the Sfeemcz.  In this
way  smaller,  isolated  congregations
throughout  the   German   speaking
world would have the music  of each
and  every  service  through  the  year
sung   by   the   finest   soloists   and
accompanied by a wonderful choir. It
was  one  of those  "it  seemed  like  a
good   idea   at   the   time"   projects
because   it   would   not  have   been
practical.  It  was  the  first  time  that
anyone had ever attempted to record
the Jewish music of the whole year.

More than 140 discs were made and
four  books  of text  and  music  were
printed. The Gebetbuch -prayer book
-  of the  Berlin  Reform  Community

most popular High  Holyday musical
pieces the organ recalls them through
long and stirring preludes. In this way,
despite  the  lack of text,  the  services
must  have  been   of  a  respectable
length. The sephardi hebrew accent is
used  because  the   early  Reformers
admired  the  decorum  and  music  of
the  sephardi  synagogues  in  Europe
and the Hamburg Temple took its first
cantors    from    the    Spanish    and
Portuguese           synagogue           in
neighbouring   Altona.   Most,   but
certainly not all of the liturgy is sung
in German but the accompaniment is
the   familiar  music   of  the   Berlin
choirmaster Louis Lewandowski  and

The facade Of the Orienburger Strasse Synagogue - Berlin

for  the  entire  Jewish  year  is  slim.
These gramophone records testify that
almost   every   prayer   was   sung.
Between  1848  and  1932  the  Reform
prayer book was revised no less than
eleven  times.  In  order  to  retain  the
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the    Viennese    Salomon    Sulzer.
Religion  was  no  bar  and  music  by
Schubert,   Handel,   Bruckner  and
Beethoven was incorporated into the
service although the words of the texts
were  carefully  altered.  Interestingly

there     is     no     music     by     Felix
Mendelssohn   -   Barthady   whose
conversion to  Christianity must have
made  him  "Jre[/".   The  "cast"   of
characters     is     remarkable.     The
congregation's Director of Music was
Dr Hermann Schildberger who gained
his  doctorate  at  the  age  of  twenty.
These are the first recorded pieces by
the  famous  tenor  Joseph  Schmidt.
Paula  Lindberg-Salomon  is  now  a
national  treasure  in  the Netherlands.
Frederick  Lechner  would  sing  with
the Metropolitan Opera in New York
and  became  Cantor  of  the  Central
Synagogue in Manhattan.

The    music    was    "saved"    by
Hermann  Schildberger  who  carried
the  master  discs  with  him  when  he
was  brought to  Melbourne by  Rabbi
Sanger   to   become   Templ.e   Beth
Israel's Director of Music. The master
discs  were  never used to  serve  their
planned purpose. By the time they had
been  inserted  into  their  hand  made
albums the Black  Shirts were  on the
streets and the German economy was
shattered.  We  know  that  one  set  of
records  was   used  by  the  Reform
Community in Berlin until  1939. The
records were played in London at the
Liberal     Jewish     Synagogue     to
accompany  the  Friday  night  service
on    18   July    1930   at   the   second
conference   of  the   World  Union.
Schildberger had been appointed to a
fictitious  position  as  the   "musical
director" of the new, and very small,
liberal  synagogue in Melboume.  But
in  1939 this fiction saved his life and
he  remained  our  musical  director  as
the      congregation      grew.      But
Schildberger's  heat must have  been
broken.    He    had    directed    this
extraordinary musical |]roj ect. He had
been  director of the  Cultural  Affairs
for  the  entire  Jewish  community  in
Berlin  after  1933  at  the  time  of  its
greatest  need.  Australia  in  1939  had
very  little  use  for  musicians.  That
battered set of records was  an ironic
souvenir of a vanished world.

I  know  he  often  listened  to  the
records.  Some had been  deliberately
broken by the German border guards
and  others  were  scratched  by  hard
steel needles. Some simply crumbled.
In   1992   the   Swiss  based  "Joseph
Schmidt Archives" published a single
CD  with  several  excerpts  from  the
Schildberger  set  that  had  been  tape
recorded  and  sent  to  Zurich.   The
Curator  of the  Archives  wrote  "Not
only   are   these   recordings   to   be
counted  among  the  best  which  the
artist  Joseph  Schmidt has  left.  They
belong to  the  greatest rarities  in  the
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history of phonograph records...There
is  no  doubt  that  somewhere  in  the
world more parts of the series may be
hidden."

By sheer good luck that same year
my congregation brought out from the
Hebrew Union College, Jerusalem its
Professor  of  Sacred  Music  Eliyah
Schleifer who  became  interested   in
Schildberger -who died in 1974 -the
moment he  saw  the  arrangements  of
the music we used. I tracked down the
records,   chose  the  best  "antique"
gramophone in Melbourne and we sat
entranced listening to this music. The
choir sounded like the roar of distant
thunder and the organ rumbled away
in  the  distance  but  nothing  could
disguise  the  quality  of the  soloists.
We  were  listening  to  "one  of  the
greatest  rarities"  in  the  history  of
Twentieth Century music.

V\Then I came home in a mixed state
of excitement and despair one of my
sons   told   me   there   was   a   new
computer system that could "denoise"
old  records.  I  discovered  there  was
only one studio in Sydney that owned
that system, so I carried up an album
in the luggage rack of a local plane,
praying  that  it  would  be  a  smooth
flight. My heat sank wben I saw the
studio.  Grunge was its middle nalne.
The boy assigned to denoise the music
was  working  on  some   old  Bing
Crosby  records.  It  felt  like  mission
impossible.  I  finally  sat  beside  the
mechanic as he worked on the music
and watched as the computer changed
the  music  to  lines  on  a  screen.  We
worked  hard  obliterating  all  the
extraneous  noises.   One  particularly
impressive piece of music (Psalm 92)
had  some  clunks  that  remained  no
matter  what  we   did.   Finally   we
realised that this was the conductor's
foot  tapping  as  he  kept  time  on  the
podium.  The sound caught in the old
acetate  was  so  rich  and  varied  and
could  not  be  heard  by  a  pre-war
phonograph.  We were the  first to be
abfle  to   listen  to   the  music   in  its
original  state.   In  the   de-noising
prer~ess `ine "roar" of the choir turned
into lciaril9- defined part singing and
the  pipe  E==an  sang  again.   I  had
chosendrlE=ii]irdsenthebasisofthe
lack oil TisH sHTm`ckes. I ended up
with seiru fr jin=es ®f music which
I showed al driE ts -fee Australian
Broadcast GL±eE i`Te made
a forty fi`¥ - riD prog±anme
which eEal - az7inEF fa-an
mail". I ulE - zE* iB -fed a
publisher.

Decca   HrH   L=J=   =iiiiEEE=i;ad
Deutsche rT_.-      .`     _-I
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Little   did  I  know  then  that  Josef
Goebbels   had   run  that   company
during the war. They wanted nothing
to  do  with  "Ethnic  Music".  Nothing
was  more  German  than  the  music  I
sent  them  but  what  was  the  use  of
arguing  with  them?  I  took  a tape  of
the music to the Diaspora Museum in
Tel   Aviv.   The   Director  was   Joel
Cahen originally from Holland. I told
him  about Paula Lindberg.  He  knew
her. The tenor Hermann Schey. Why,
he  had  survived  the  Holocaust  and
had  trained  the  Dutch  Cantor  Hans
Bloemendaal.  When I told Joel about
Hans   Lachmann-Mosse  he   sprang
from his chair. "He must be the father
of  the   great   historian   Professor
George Mosse of Madison, Wisconsin
who was in my office two weeks ago."
We went to see Dr Avner Bahat who
is the head of the Feher Jewish Music
Centre  at the Museum.  He possessed

while  his  mother  sang  in  the  choir.
When  he  left  Berlin  he  had brought
with  him  several  records  fomi  the
congregation's  set  o.f  master  discs.
They knew they would not need them
much  longer.  Professor  Mosse  was
thrilled by this tribute to  his  father's
enthusiasm.   The   German  Foreign
Ministry donated some money for the
proj ect through the German Consulate
General in Melbourne. I knew I would
be  able  to  present  the  music  at  the
Liberal Jewish Synagogue in London
during London Jewish Music Heritage
Festival  a  mere  seventy  years  after
they had last been played there. Then
came the invitation to present them in
Berlin  at  the  World  Union's  special
commemorative event.

I hope the music will "catch on" in
Germany. It is their music. It belongs
to Berlin and it belongs to Germany.
The  music  is  the  heritage  of Jewish

The choir chants the Srfue:rn:a to the
High Holyday tune and then Schmidt
sz.73gr' "Adonai Hu Ha Elohim-Zlfee fo7id
He is God" again and again and the
organist shifts the key as his voice
soars through the octaves. And you Jmow you
will never hear anything like it again.

a  printed  copy  of  the  Schildberger
music.    I    had    found    my    first
enthusiasts.

It   took   five   years   and   a   new
generation      of      the      computer
programme  and  a  more  experienced
technician  and  a  Russian  genius  in
Tel Aviv to unscramble the music.  It
took  me  months  to  identify  all  the
music to which we  listened and find
the  appropriate text.  I  had  grown up
with so much of the musical tradition
in  my  synagogue.  But  we  sang  the
prayers  in  Hebrew  and  not  German
and   our   prayer   book   was   more
traditional. It took months to persuade
the  Israelis  that  the  Reform  rabbis
actually knew what they were  doing
when they changed the words of some
of the traditional prayers. And how do
you  find  a  type  setter  in  Israel  who
can  cope  with  English,  German  and
Hebrew translation?

Coincidences     multiplied.     An
diderly  member  of my  congregation
remembered  sitting  in  and  listening

religious  refomi  and  sadly,  it  is  the
music of the German Jews who stayed
on  long  after  they  should  have  left.
How  could  they  believe  that  their
world would betray them? How could
they know what awaited them in the
"east"?  The  music  is  majestic  and

filled with passion. It bears a universal
message that the darkest of days were
over  and    it  is  our  mission  and  our
duty  to  sing  about  t.he  Kingdom  of
God throughout the world.

The  choir chants  the Sfee"cz to  the
High Holyday tune and then Schmidt
sir\gs   ``Adonai  Hu  Ha  Elohim-The
Lord He is God" again and again and
the organist shifts the key as his voice
soars  through  the  octaves.  And  you
know  you  will  never  hear  anything
like it again .

RiusB1 JOHN ENl is the Rabbinic Regional
Director Of the Asian, Australian and New Zea-
land Union for Progressive Judaism. He is also
Rabbi Emeritus of Temple Beth Israel in Mel-
bourne.  He  is  the  author  of three  books  on
Australian history.
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THE GLIMMER OF A
NEW AND GOLDEN AGE

Sheila Shulman

O¥k:estr:SLe#sL=8=pEo:ntah:t:ar:°nn::
the  back  of the  Leo  Baeck  College,
staring   at   the   windows    of   the
classrooms, the huge trees I had seen
so often from inside the classrooms. I
was both startled and moved to realise
that I have been part of the place for
fifteen  years  now,   initially  as   an
`occasional'   student   following   an

obscure  impulse,  then  as  a  rabbinic
student, and then, after I was ordained,
as   a  teacher.   I  realised,  too,  that  I
loved it. Not uncritically, mind you -
there  is  still  a lot that needs  doing -
but unexpectedly deeply.

One  thing   of  which  I   am  very
proud, is that the standard of academic
work    produced    there    compares
favourably  with  that  at  Oxford  and
Cambridge.   We  have  been  told  so
repeatedly by our outside  examiners.
I  hardly  think  those  two  universities
are the be-all and end-all of leaming.
Still,  it is  nice  to  know.  Against that
the  question  persistently  comes  up,
especially  among  lay  leaders  of the
movements, as to why rabbis need to
be  so  intensively educated, when our
job  appears  to  be,  as  Rabbi  Lionel
Blue once memorably put is, to `hatch,
match,  and dispatch,'  dispense a few
edifying words  on S¢czbb¢/,  and help
kids get ready for bczr-or-bczz-772z.Zzi;czfe.

This  little  powerhouse  is  staffed,
with two full-time exceptions, by part-

time lecturers,  some graduates of the
College,  some not.  All of us must be
very  committed,  because  we  cannot
conceivably be teaching there for the
money.

But what is it we are trying to do, as
teachers in a Rabbinical Seminary that
trains rabbis not only for Britain, but
for  all  of  Europe  which,  with  the
collapse   of  the   Soviet  Union,   has
become   so   immeasurably   larger?
What  is  the  connection  between  a
strong and diverse rabbinate and, not
just  the  survival,  but  the  rich  and
exuberant life of the Jewish people?

Now  that  the   College  has  been
accredited by the Open University for
five  years  now,  we have  opened  our
degree programmes to interested and
committed lay people. That is a much
more obvious project than the training
of rabbis.  It  follows  as night follows
day  that  Jews   should  learn,  hard,
deeply,  and  extensively,  whenever
and however they can, because in one
very central sense, that is what we are
about  as  people.  That  is  particularly
the  case  for  `Progressive'  Jews,  who
need  to  be  in  a  conscious,  critical,
informed relation to `the Tradition' in
order to live Jewishly with integrity.

The situation for rabbis  in the UK
and in Europe is more complex, and/
or ambiguous. In America, or at least
in the  part of it  from  which  I  come,
one's Jewish identity is not contingent
on  synagogue  afflliation.  There  are
plenty  of  other  Jewish  groups  and
organisations  to  affiliate  to,  and  it  is
perfectly  possible  to  have  a  strong,
informed   and   committed   Jewish
identity  rooted  entirely  in  culture  or
ethnicity, by which I mean something
like a sense of peoplehood.

In  Israel,  one  simply -hah  -  `is'
Jewish, by virtue of being Israeli. An
Israeli friend of mine, who has  lived
in England for many years, said once
that she had never thought, never had
to  think  about  what  being  Jewish
meant  to   her  until   she   left  Israel.
Whatever  it  meant,  it  certainly  had,
and has, nothing to do with anything
she  would  call  `religion'.  So  in  both
those  cases,  rabbis  and  synagogues,
are of little consequence. That is why
so many  synagogues  in America are,
and  always  have  been  also  or  even
mainly, Jewish community centres. In
other  ways  the  situation  is  by  no
means  as  simple  as  I  have  described
it, and there are areas in which rabbis
may be more critically important than
appears to be the case.

In the UK, and in Europe things are
different.  Practically the  only way to
`come   out'   as  a  Jew,  to  be  a  Jew
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Jews should learn, hard, deeply,
and extensively, whenever and
however they can, because in one very
central sense, that is what we are about
as people.

publicly,  is  to join  a  synagogue.  As
far as I know that is  almost the only
form of public, or official, recognition
available  to   Jews  both  within  and
without     the     community,     not-
withstanding   the   probably   equal
number of Jews who are unaffiliated
or disaffiliated. That means that there
are lots and lots of people who belong
to synagogues not because they want
to participate in what has traditionally
been  a   `religious'   community,   but
because   they  want  to  have   some
definite,  if not unambiguous,  way of
expressing   their   sense   of  Jewish
identity.

A  situation  in  which  synagogue
membership  is  the  central  mode  of
affiliation     within     the     Jewish
community  puts   the  rabbis   in   an
unusually   salient,   and   therefore
exposed, position. It also deepens and
complicates        our        sense        of
responsibility, because we are charged
with  being  the   spiritual  leaders  of
synagogue   communities   that   are
simultaneously     by      and     large
accidental,     remarkably     hetero-
geneous  both  intemally  and  within
each of the movements, and the only
"game in town".

So  we,  the  rabbis,  are  pivotal  in
working  to  continue  and  generate
what I call `the rich and exuberant life
of the Jewish people.'  I  say this  not
out  of grandiosity,  but  because  the
sifrotion here and in Europe is what it
is.  The  rabbis,  and  the  synagogue
commuziities9  are,   institutionally
anywa}', -che remnant that is growing
again  from  FThat  was  left  after  the
Shoah.Inmj~undersEandingitisdown
to  us, the rabbis on the one hand to
undertake  to  reeo`-er aEd  renew  as
much  as  we  can  of irha€  was  lost,
spiritually  and intellectlrall}-, and on
the other hand to make all ofthat alive
and   real   in  tLe  present,   and  if
necessary  in  fruitful  confrontation
with the present.

I believe that is also the ethos ofthe
Leo  Baeck  College,  and  why  our
training  is  so  rigorous,  so  complex,
and  so  grindingly  difficult.  Wliile  a
few of our ordinands are serving both
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in America and in Israel, the situations
to which we are most tuned and most
alert -though there are ways in which
we  could  do  a  lot better - are  those
peculiar to Britain and to Europe. That
is why we at the  College continue to
struggle  hard to  find  for  each  of the
students  the  delicate  and  precisely
right  balance  in  preparing  them  for
their    very     various     and     often
apparently  contradictory  tasks  -  as
workers with ritual, as compassionate
and  sensible  pastoral  presences,   as
teachers   in  the  broadest   sense,   as
representatives,   in  an  extraordinary
variety of settings, of our community,
and as persons whose task it is both to
bear  the  tradition  and  responsibly
challenge it when necessary.

There  are  too  few  of us.  We  are
pushed   to   our   limits,   and   often
beyond.  Much  is  expected  of us,  yet
we are  often held in something close
to contempt because on the whole we
are     not     thundering,     arrogant,
authoritarian,   nineteenth   century
patriarchs  with  an  inflated  sense  of
our  rank,  role  and  destiny.     At  the
same   time,   precisely  because   our
training   at   the   College   has   been
humane  and  generous,  there  is  so
much we want to do, so much that yet
feels  necessary  to  building  that  rich
and  exuberant  Jewish  life.  I  recently
spent a few days at the armual Reform
Synagogues of Great Britain Assembly
of Rabbis `retreat' . One of the exercises
we  did  was  to  list,  under  six  or  eight
broad themes, particular chunks of work
to   which   we   wanted   to   address
ourselves   as   an   Assembly,   or   as
members  of the  Assembly.  After  not
very  much  time  in  small  groups  of
three or four, we ended with, I think,
about  eight  closely  written  sheets  of
flip-chart paper, each one full of what
seemed to us projects it was imperative
to  undertake  immediately  and  carry
through for a long time.  They ranged
from working  more  closely  with  the
Youth  Movement,  to   considering
Israel-Diaspora        relations,        to
explicating  what  `Refomi  Judaism'
really means and communicating it, to
developing  ritual  and  liturgy,  to  our

unanimous  and  passionate  desire  to
find ways and time to learn and study.
None of us want tQ go stale, bankrupt,
and  burnt  out,  and  that  threatens  all
of us.

So   we   need  more   of  us.   And,
though   the   Movements   may   not
necessarily wish to hear it, they need
more  of  us,  and  not  on  the  cheap.
There  is  so  very  much  to  do  aside
from   our  congregational   commit-
ments,  which necessarily come  first,
that most of the time all we can do is
list it, and try to get a handle on one
bit or another.  Yet there  is  a definite
resonance between our capacity to do
congregational    work  and  the  work
we   can   and  want  to   do   in   other
contexts.  The two  kinds  of work are
inevitably mutually enriching.

For    the    Movements    and    the
community  at large to  get what they
need,   they   need   the   Leo   Baeck
College,  which  in  its heart  so  deeply
understands  the  particular  historical
and religious situations of British and
European       Jewry,       so       deeply
understands    the    needs    of    our
communities, and works so hard with
absurdly  limited  financial  resources
to  respond  to  those  situations  and  to
answer  those  needs.   Consider  what
that tiny, lovable and eccentric place,
which can never quite decide whether
it  is  a  family  or an  institution -  it  is
both, in uneasy balance - has already
accomplished.

Think  for  a  moment  what,  with
more   resources,   and   with   more
apparently  quixotic  people  willing
and able to commit themselves to the
rigorous training and to the yet more
rigorous  and  demanding work of the
rabbinate,      the      College      could
accomplish.   We  could  see  a  proud
flowering of Jewish life and leaning
that would put paid, once and for all,
to   all   the   false   and   misbegotten
rhetoric  about  the  ever-diminishing
Jewish  community.  The  people  who
use  that  kind  of rhetoric just  do  not
know where to look.

With proper support - and I do not
just mean financial -we could see the
College, in the next few decades, grow
fully into  being the  living heart  of a
strong,   diverse   free  and  confident
Jewish world,  the  likes  of which has
never  been  seen,  not  even  in  the
supposed `Golden Age.'  I

RABBI  SHEILA  SHULMAN  wczs  bor#   ;.7z
1?36  ip_yey  YfJrk.  She  has  lived  in  England
since  1970  and was  ordained  in  1989.  She  is
A~ssociate     Rabbi     of    Finchley     Reform
Synagogue,  Rabbi  of Bell  Klal  Yisrael, -North
Kensington Reform Synagogue, and a Lecturer
at   Leo Baeck College.
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MY FATHER

Theresa Turk

MY   FATHER   ALWAYS
prided    himself    on    his
philosophical   and   liberal

outlook on the world and mankind -he
combined  acceptance  with  cynicism.

34

Without  such  defences  he  might  not
have been able to withstand the many
disappointments  of his  life.  Most  of
these  were  related  to  his  early  years.
The  part  of Poland  in  which  he  was
born  was,  at  the  time,  Russian  and
repressive. During the first world war
it was briefly German and with it came
the first whiff of liberalism to enter my
father's   life.   This  made  the   later
horrors  of Nazi  Germany  even  more
bitter for him to bear. After the peace
in  1918  it was  Polish  once  more  and
terrible. He was aware that much of his
potential  was  never  to  be  realised
through  the  demoralising  effects  of
poverty combined with pervasive anti-
Semitism. When later in life my mother
encouraged him to start again and train
for a profession,  he  was  too  wary  to
risk  the  stability  they  had  by  then
created  for  themselves.  Caution  had
become    his     second    name.     He
recognised  this  and  rationalised  his
compromise  with life with ``the happy
man is the one satisfied with his lot".

This  was  but  one  of  innumerable
cliches,  aphorisms  and  anecdotes  he

had  collected,  most  of which  had  a
wry,  biter-sweet  quality  of truth.  All
were self revealing.

He took for granted that one loved
one's  mother  and  respected  one's
father.  At  their  insistence,  soon  after
the end of World War I he left Poland
for    England.    England    was    no
disappointment    -    after    he    had
recovered form the shock of arriving at
the  seedy Liverpool  Street  Station  of
the  1920s. He would laterjoke that he
thought  he  had  arrived  in  the  wrong
country.  It was really the utter joy of
the freedom to  say what he wanted -
not  that  he  ever  had  anything  of an
extreme nature to say - that enchanted
him.    He    spent   happy   hours    at
Speakers'  Comer  in  Hyde  Park  and
when  I  was  small  he  would take  me
with  him  on  Sunday  momings.  The
British sense of humour was a special
delight.  One of the first exponents  of
free speech he heard in Hyde Park was
the   President   of  the  Fanackapan
Society,      a      spoof     anti-female
organisation.  "Man",  said  the  orator,
"was spelled M-A-N, which stood for

Magnificent,   Artistic   and  Noble.
Whereas    W-O-M-A-N    was    for
Wicked, 'Orrible -what ajoke -Mean,
Artful  and  Nagging".  When  I  asked
him to explain why N stood for Noble
when it came to men, but for Nagging
where  women  were  concerned,  he
would laugh and say that was what the
world  was  like.  His  feelings  for  his
mother and his wife  and later for me
were mostly, but not all, in a separate
compartment  from  his  conditioned
attitudes concerning women. After all,
had  not  his  father,  so  broad-minded
when it came to matters like smoking
on  the  Sabbath,  said  that  it  was  an
unhappy   woman   whose   husband
"interfered"  in  the  kitchen?  I  took  it

that this  was  meant  to justify  a  high
degree  of male  non-involvement  in
domestic   duties.   He   was   entirely
convinced  that  women,   inherently
emotional,  had  no  place  behind  a
driving wheel or as a partner at a game
of bridge. Amy Johnson, Rixie Marcus
and  their  like  were  exceptions  that
proved a rule. Rationalisation was his
stand-by. He insisted that no one could
have everything - perhaps it was safer
not  to    -  "the  gods  are jealous",  he
would say in the event of incomplete
satisfaction.  In his youth he had been
made to feel that he was in the way and
doing things wrong and in adult life he
badly needed to feel he was in the right.
I would talte care not to smile when he
said "Anyone can make a mistake, but
I am usually right".  This remark was
unusually capped when we retailed it
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He spent happy hours at Speakers ' Corner
in Hyde Park and when I was small
he would take me with him on Sunday
mornings.

to a friend, who remarked, "Well, your
father  may  have  been  usually  right,
but my wife is always right".

To  him,  Judaism  was  warm  and
tangible, but he came from a long line
of  questioning  Jews.  Despite  being
well versed in orthodoxy he could not
bring  himself to  believe  in  the  deity
and its omnipotence or a life hereafter.
Nevertheless  his  identification  with
Jews  and  Jewishness  was  strong  and
his  faith  in  Israel  perhaps  his  true
religion. When my mother died he was
shattered but  declined to take part in
the  seven  days   of  mourning  and

immediately began to sort out his life
and  his  feelings.  He  had  no  wish  to
visit her grave. He said if people were
helped by going to cemeteries that was
flne.  But  while  he  would  have  done
anything for my mother when she was
alive - and that was certainly true - he
could not help her now by looking at
her  grave  and  it  would  not help  him
either. It was not his wife there, but a
pile of decaying bones. He was always
a realist.

After her death he was obsessed by
loneliness.  But  what  he  was  talking
about  was  the  loneliness  of the  soul.

The author and her parerits -Summer 1935
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He  taught  himself bridge  and  made
friendships  at  the  bridge  club,  had
neighbourly contacts,  busied himself
with  the  complexities   of  Building
Societies,  got to  know  the  check-out
ladies at Sainsburys. I made a point of
seeing him every day.  His  loneliness
was  the  loss  of his  self-esteem  and
satisfaction,       as       businessman,
householder and husband.   "KczrfoLore/
un  salz  iz  nisht  genig",  tLe  would
repeat  in  Yiddish,  meaning  potatoes
and  salt  are  not  enough - one  could
survive  on  them,  but  they  did  not
satisfy a real  appetite.  An equivalent
of man not  living by bread  alone.  It
was usually combined with a Chinese
proverb about not complaining if one
had no shoes -there were people with
no  feet.  Despite  his  physical  health,
enviable for his age, he would remark
that the finishing post was in sight.

In the past, when some disagreeable
event bad to be lived through, he had
comforted  himself with the  Hebrew,
"Gcz"  ze);  j;a'vofe"  -"this  too  will

pass''.    Now,    he    reflected,    the
agreeable events were passing as well.
I   would   ask   myself  if  he   were
depressed  and  should  be  treated  for
the condition, but he was not. What I
was    seeing    was    the    inevitable
crystallisation  of  personality  traits,
which we all show to some degree as
we age. In my father's case these were
his introversion and his acceptance of
the inevitable.

My father died and we buried him
intheplotreservedforhimnexttomy
mother.   I   could  not  decide  what
should   be   the   wording   on   his
tombstone and I went to the cemetery.
There   I   found   that  most   of  the
inscriptions,  referring to  life  eternal,
the  irreproachable  character  of  the
departed and the  immeasurable  grief
of  the  bereaved,  would  have  been
those  most  calculated  to  arouse  his
scorn and ridicule. Finally, my family
persuaded  me  that,  while  my  father
would never himself have used such
terms,  he would have regarded them
as  conventionally  acceptable  for  an
epitaph. I composed a few lines about
him being united with my mother once
again, as he was in life. I know what
he would have said, had he been asked
what should have been his last line in
the script of life. It would have been,
"That's it" .

DR  THERESA  TURK  I.s  fAe  dczngftfer  o/

Polish iinmigrants who settled in England. Sire
became  a  doctor,  first  in  full-tine  general
practise   and  then  in  psychotherapy.   She
contributes  regularly  to  MA:NNA  and  also
writes   poems,   a   number   of  which   were
p#b/I.sAed z.# /Ae Dybbuk of Delight.
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KEEP OFF

M£:cstt]:sn:¥eo=fEhEF£Erd%Rt6E2:
Winter  1998) from Jerome Karet and
Jeffrey Rose was "here we go again".

Having  served  on  the  RSGB  Ex-
ecutive  during  the  stormy period  of
the  discussions  between  the  RSGB
and the ULPS, I would be most loathe
for  the  two  bodies  to  look  into  the
possibilities of merger or whatever. I
know   that   my   own   synagogue
(Edgware)  suffered  greatly  as  a  re-
sult of the discussions. In particular,
a  large  number  of congregants  left
the synagogue to found the Edgware
Masorti.   It  may  well  be  that  they
would have done so in any case, but
certainly the  discussion  at that time
were the catalyst.

Having  chaired  the  report  of the
working  party  which  examined  the
similarities  and differences  between
the   two   bodies   and  having   also
served on the joint feasibility study, I
can see no reason to re-open talks.

Have there been such   changes to
the ULPS relating to their attitude to
kashrut, Halakhah or ill a.Il the other
matters  that  were  discussed  in  the
feasibility study? I think not.

If Messrs.  Karet and Rose  do  not
like  the  club  to  which  they  belong
they have an easy alternative - they
can join  another  club.  Why  involve
the  whole  movement  in  re-discuss-
ing    something    which    was    not
acceptable in the  1980s.

I am sure I  speak for many in the
Reform   movement   who   support
Rabbi  Maurice  Michael's  view.  Let
us  work together  as  we  do  with  the
Masorti  and  the  United  Synagogue
but I would venture to suggest that is
enough .

Don Glazer
Radlett, Herts.

•r^t.
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William Wolff

AE;:Tcaliss::!1eTiu.?|a:y|lsne:ovTt:
which are currently filling so few of our
Pews.

Together with our own victims,  it is
more  than  time  that  we  remember  in
public  prayer  and  gratitude  the  thou-
sands of non-Jews who gave their lives
to  save  Jewish  souls,  and  the  tens  of
thousands  more  who  risked  theirs  for
Ours.

There  were  many  more  than  most
written  history  acknowledges.  Like
compensation  from  the  Swiss  banks,
recognition has been tardy.

Above all, we must find a new.name
for them. I squirmed and shuddered the
recent  day  that  the  title  of "righteous
gentile"  was  conferred  upon  Captain
Frank  Foley,  the  British  intelligence
officer who saved thousands of Jews by
ignoring  his  Whitehall   orders   and
handed out Palestine visas in Berlin.

In  rabbinic  Hebrew,  the  title   "Ger
rzedez"  is  rooted  in  more  than  two
thousand  years  of tradition.  It  means
"convert" and not hero.

In modem English,  and in the  open
society in which we now happily live, it
is patronising and self-righteous.

If but  a  few  gentiles  are  deemed
"righteous",  what  does  that  make  the

rest?
Did   not    Captain   Foley,    Raoul

Wallenberg  and  countless  other heroes
and   martyrs   -   and   their   current
descendants - deserve vastly better than
that?

•=+

T HEY LAMENT WITH TOTAL
justice  that  the  art  of writing
letters has been lost. At the Israel

Embassy in London it has been mislaid
without hope of retrieval.

Three times in the past two years have
I, in one or other official capacity, had to
write to the Ambassador in Kensington
Gardens.

Not one reply has yet been received.
I  know,  I  know  that  Israelis  have

many glittering virtues.
Could courtesy become one of them,

even before the messianic age?
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THOSE   OF  US   WHO  JUST
manage to run a ten minute mile
seek our records elsewhere. I am

happy to report that my search is at last
over.  I have had two burglaries in one
week.

To  pre-empt  any  me-tooism,  I  add
that one was at my home, and one at my
synagogue.

Different  place.  Different  visitor.
Same mess.  Same blessing:  "...King of
the Universe, Who hast made Thy world
lacking in nought."

Nothing missing at home, notliing at
my office.

T•'J;i
HE    FIRST   PEAK   TO    BE
scaled in the 21st century lies in
a man's stomach. That, Professor

Lord Winston, the final guru of the 20th
century proclaims, is where babies will
next be incubated.

I  was  not  present  when  Professor
Lord  Winston  made  his  momentous
announcement.   So  I  cannot  tell  you
whether pride or pity choked his voice.
Orwhetherhechoseatoneofneutrality,
the  final  cop-out  of the  scientist  who
plays God.

For a humanity that has through all its
history modestly striven to cure current
ills,  tuning  men  into  mothers  is  like
mountaineers who set out for Ben Nevis
and find themselves potholing.

They took the wrong path.
That  can  easily happen to  all  scien-

fists who leave their morals outside the
doors of their laboratories and operating
theatres.

But what are we to make of professor
Lord  Winston,  who  professes  an  alle-
giance  to  orthodoxy,  however  self
selective that may be in Anglo Jewry?

Should we not expect a peep of doubt
from  him,  let  alone  a  plaint  and  loud
protest?

•}Ji?.

IN  OUR  DESPERATE  BATTLE
to  save  Jews  for  Judaism,  we
must  urgently  dismiss  two  role

models  from  which  some  of us  have
sought unconscious inspiration.

One  is  King  Canute.  He  has  not
helped us turn back the tide of marriage
to nice and non-Jewish young men and
Women.

Without him, we can move on to re-
lieve those who enter such marriages of
any lingering guilt;  and welcome their
partners  into  our  communities  with

greater  warmth  and  generosity  than
many have done so far.  Offering those
partners  a  formal  association  with  our
communities  is  one  major  new  step
in that direction.

The second farewell must be to Lot's
wife.  You  remember  she  looked  over
her shoulder and got stuck beyond res-
cue and redemption.

`)J^[`

THE   GRACE   AFTER   THE
public  meal  was  being  sung  in
a bunch of keys. As not even the

singerknewwhichonewascomingnext
-B-flat or C-flat -joining in was out.

While the virtuoso was basking in his
glory,  the  one rabbi  present wondered
why he had been honoured earlier with
a one-liner, the blessing over the bread.

The key to the secret of that role re-
versal was  soon  found.  The rabbi was
reform, and the Putney Pavarotti was a
member of an orthodox shool.

Before  he  accepted  his  ten-word
assignment,  should not  the  rabbi  have
asked who was being honoured with the
big boy's role?

For the  sake  of his  community,  his
wider  movement,  and  above  all  the
diners,  should he not have  spotted the
snub masquerading as a mini-Mitzvah.

And should he not have rolled out the
hardest  word  for  any  rabbi  to  use,  in
Hebrew,   Aramaic    and   above    all
English?

No.

•;+{

THAT  NEW  BUN  WITH  THE
starofDavidiceduponitinplace
of the seasonal cross is the latest

jewel in the crown of multicultura°|ism.
More important, it is also a big seller in
the   newly   Jewish   strip   of   South
Hertfordshire.

But it is not the stuff of secret dreams
that seize me as I drift off on my snug
electric blanket.  That is an Easter egg,
on the Seder plate, dark chocolate, silver
wrapped and with a Kosher for Passover
label stuck in the visible middie.

And so much sweeter than the roast
one that was there only the other week.

RABBI WILLIAM WOLFF !.sr m!.„!.s'/er a/ Wrz.m-
bledon  Synagogue.  He  previously  served  both
L_iber_al  and  Roform  congregations  in  Brighton,
Reading,MiltonKeynesandNewcastleurponTyne.
He was trained at Leo Baeck College, and started
his full time rabbinate  as  an  assistant to  Rabbi
Hugo  Gryn  at  the West  London  Synagogue.  He
was a Fleet Street journalist bofore he becane a
rabbi.
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FOF}THCOMING EVENTS

Until 16 April
Travels with an  Etching  Plate -an exhibition of print-making by Zena Flax

Wednesday 14 April 8.00pm
Monet and the Jewish connection; Inventing Impressionism and Abstract

Expressionism with Pissarro and F`othko
An  illustrated lecture by Estelle Lovatt, Visual Arts Director

26 April -3 June
Belt Shalev - House Of Peace

An exhibiton of photographs by Brendan Wilson

7 June -7 October
Jewish Artists of Renown

An exhibition of prints by Modigliani, Soutine, Pissarro and Chagall

11  -13 June
The Festival of Reform Judaism
Celebration,  Education,  Inspiration

Spend the weekend at the Sternberg Centre and participate in cultural and educational programmes for all the family in a fun
and vibrant atmosphere, culminating in a star studded Gala on Sunday night

Thursday 24 June 8.00pm
The Jewish Circle of Paris

An illustrated lecture by Julia Weiner

cHi KUNGrrAi cHi
with Adam Leighton
Wednesdays 1  -2pm

14 and 28 April, 5,12,19, 26 May, 23, 30 June, 7 and  14 July
Breathing, exercise and meditation techniques for the body and mind

to maintain good health and alleviate stress and anxiety

LUNCHTIME RECITALS
Thursdays,  1.15 -2.00pm

Summer 1999 Series:  6 and 20 May,17 June,1  and  15 July

ART COURSES
Ten week daytime courses with Jacl(ie King-Cline

from 4 May - 13 July
Tuesdays 10.00am - 12.30pm and i.30 -4.00pm

WATERCOLOUR CLASS
Ten week evening course with Linda Gevertz

from  12 May  -14 July
Wednesdays 7.30pm - 10.00pm
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